Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
February 3-4, 2010
Crowne Plaza – Little Rock, AR
• Summary of Action Items •
1. Approved the previous meeting minutes.
2. Approved the meeting agenda.
3. Approved Travis Hyde as Vice Chairman of TWG.
4. Approved the 2010 Regional Reliability Study scope.
5. Removed the stability study from the ITP Year 20 Assessment.
6. Approved the revised NTC White Paper.
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
February 3-4, 2010
Crowne Plaza – Little Rock, AR
•

M INUT E S

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Noman Williams called the meeting to order at 8:02 a.m. The following members were in
attendance or represented by proxy: (Attachment 1 – Attendance) (Attachment 2 – Proxies)
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
TWG went through the previous meeting minutes approving them individually (Attachment 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d,
3e, 3f – Previous Meeting Minutes).
Sam McGarrah motioned to approved the November 4-5, 2009 minutes, and Travis Hyde
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
Harold Wyble motioned to approved the November 30, 2009 minutes, and Sam McGarrah
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
Randy Lindstrom motioned to approved the December 8, 2009 minutes, and Jason Fortik
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
Travis Hyde motioned to approved the December 15, 2009 minutes, and Sam McGarrah
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
Travis Hyde motioned to approved the January 5, 2010 minutes, and Sam McGarrah
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
Sam McGarrah motioned to approved the January 19, 2010 minutes, and Jason Fortik
seconded. Motion passed unopposed.
TWG then reviewed the agenda for the meeting and a few items were added (Attachment 4 – Agenda).
John Fulton motioned to approve the meeting agenda. Travis Hyde seconded and the
agenda was approved.
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The SPP BOD recently approved Noman Williams as the new Chairman of the TWG. SPP Staff thanked
Ronnie Frizzell for his leadership and service to TWG as Chairman for almost nine years. Noman
Williams also thanked Ronnie for his hard work as chair. Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy, noted
concern in the change of Chairman without the group’s knowledge. However, a member noted that the
SPP BOD can change a Chairman of an SPP organizational group as they deem appropriate.

Agenda Item 2 – TWG Vice Chairman Position
Due to the change in Chairman, the Vice Chairman position is now open. Staff announced that Travis
Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric, has expressed interest to be the Vice Chairman. The floor was
opened for other nominations to the position. Jason Atwood asked to be a candidate for Vice Chairman.
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light, motioned to close the floor on the Vice
Chairman nominations, and Don Taylor, Westar Energy, seconded. The motion passed
unopposed.
The group held a secret ballot for the Vice Chairman position, and Travis Hyde was
elected.

Agenda Item 3 – Review of Past Action Items
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, went through the action items (Attachment 5 – Current Action Items). Rachel
shared an update on Action Item 5, which included rationale for SPP not incorporating outside
transactions into SPP models. John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company, was concerned
about not modeling those transactions. Also there was concern about potential seams agreements not
being fulfilled.
Staff will provide additional information on the transactions outside SPP not being
modeled and research seams agreements for transactions purposes.

Agenda Item 4 – MOPC/BOD Update
Rachel Hulett shared the latest news from the January MOPC and BOD meetings. TWG had informed
the MOPC of the concern with TODs creating market power, and the Market Monitor will now be looking
into the issue. Also the Wind Integration Task Force (WITF) had developed action items for the TWG and
other working groups (Agenda Item 16). The BOD accepted the 2009 STEP Report. TWG would discuss
the BOD approval of Appendix B on agenda item 6a.

Agenda Item 5 – TWG Reports
TWG 2010 work schedule
Rachel Hulett shared the tasks the TWG would be working on prior to the next meeting, which included
the Flowgate and CBM/TRM Assessments and the TPL Near Term Mitigation Analysis (Attachment 6 –
Work schedule). Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative, requests the work schedule be refined
to show more detail, for example data requests. Several other members agreed. Staff asked the
members be more specific in their requests of revising the schedule.
Staff to include all milestones in TWG work schedule.
3.3.3 Model Benchmarking
Jason Speer, SPP Staff, presented the summer 2009 model benchmarked per Criteria 3.3.3 (Attachment
7 – 3.3.3 Benchmarking). In this analysis, staff had done calculations on SPP’s peak load and each
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area’s peak load during the summer. TWG asked that staff continue to provide both analyses. Also it
was noted that OMPA’s planning load was split between OGE, WFEC, and AEP. Staff also noted that
Midwest’s actual load is part of Westar’s actual load.
A question was raised about subtracting station serve loads out of the planning loads. Staff will need to
research this issue and return with answers. NPPD also voiced concern that SPP’s actual peak data for
summer 2009 did not match NPPD recorded summer peak data.

Agenda Item 6 – STEP, 10 Year Regional Reliability Planning
2009 STEP Appendix B BOD Approval
For the 2009 STEP, the SPP BOD approved a two year financial commitment window of the original 4
year recommendation. When the BOD approved the two year window of projects, they asked the TWG to
review the year 3 and year 4 projects. Staff asked the TWG and transmission owners to review a list of 3
and 4 year projects and determine if an NTC would be needed prior to January 2011. Staff will send out
this list and allow the group two weeks for review. A future conference call may be held to address any
comments from the transmission owners.
2010 Regional Reliability Scope
Ed Horgan, SPP Staff, presented the 2010 Regional Reliability scope, explaining the three options staff
proposed and the reasons behind the changes to the process this year (Attachment 8 – 2010 Regional
scope). Staff recommended option 1, which in part said all Appendix A upgrades would be included in
the study models. The group discussed all the options presented. One major area of concern for TWG
was including all Appendix A upgrades in the models. Also Ronnie Frizzell was concerned that not
studying 69 kV problems in the tenth year might not fulfill Attachment O Tariff requirements; but staff felt
that any of the proposed options would fulfill Tariff requirements.
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric, asked that the generation dispatch for generation deficiency in
an area not be preferential towards IPPs but instead let all market generation pick up the deficiency
equally. John Fulton asked the group to consider the following practice: the transmission owner provides
the generation deficiency plans to address shortfall in the near term five year window, which is used for all
ten years of modeling, and staff determines how to address any additional generation shortfall in the long
term (ten year).
Staff was opposed to allowing any phantom generation in the planning models. Since SPP is a Regional
Transmission Organization, staff believes that SPP should only develop and endorse transmission
solutions to reliability issues, since phantom generation is very speculative and may not come to fruition.
Staff previously created a checklist one has to meet before including new generation in the planning
models, and staff still feels this list allows new generation that will come on-line to be included
appropriately in the models. The group discussed this generation deficiency issue, specifically the
addition of new generation, and felt that there should be an exception for SPS in the 2010 Regional
Reliability scope.
Randy Lindstrom motioned to approve the 2010 Reliability scope option 3 with an
amendment to include BOD approved Appendix B only and to address the generation
deficiency issue. The motion was seconded by John Fulton, and John and Sam McGarrah
also made friendly amendments to the motion based on much discussion. The updated
motion is below. The motion was approved with AECC and Dogwood Energy abstaining.
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy, abstained because he is against putting any phantom
generation in the planning models.
“Motion to approve 2010 Regional Reliability (STEP) scope option 3 with an amendment to
include BOD approved Appendix B projects only and add the Antelope 170 MW unit and
one other 190 MW gas turbine unit in the SPS area to the STEP models for the 2010
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analysis. In later years of the STEP analysis when there is a shortfall between
interchange, generation, and load, the following process will be used:
1. Exhaust the dispatchable generation of the network customer
2. Exhaust the Independent Power Producers (IPP) dispatchable generation in the same
model area
3. After the above generation was exhausted, the remaining unused, dispatchable
generation within SPP footprint would be dispatched on a pro rata basis.”

A motion to approve the 2010 Regional Reliability scope as amended was made by Don
Taylor. Harold Wyble seconded the motion, and it was approved unanimously.
(Attachment 9 – 2010 Regional Reliability scope)
During discussion on the motion, Chris Jamieson, SPP Staff, asked if a reliability
or aggregate study would identify any interconnection facility upgrades for the
SPS generation. Staff will work with SPS on this matter.

Agenda Item 7 – Definition of SPP Sub-regions
Ed Horgan shared SPP’s new sub-regions with the group (Attachment 10 – Sub-regional Pres). Staff has
now defined three instead of four sub-regions. Ed solicited comments from the group on these new
boundaries. Ronnie Frizzell voiced concern that the created three sub-regions cover a vast amount of
geographic area and customers, departing from the original purpose of the meetings— to discuss local
area issues in a local area forum. Ronnie asked staff to focus the meetings on the lower voltage (<100
kV) issues and solutions.

Agenda Item 8 – ITP, Year 20 Assessment
Updated Scope
Rachel Hulett shared that a stability study of the 2021 summer model had been added to limited reliability
assessment portion of the Year 20 Assessment scope. ESWG had added this component to the scope.
TWG disagreed with this addition.
A motion to remove the stability study from the Year 20 ITP scope was made by John
Fulton which Harold Wyble seconded. The motion passed unopposed.
Model Assumptions
Rachel Hulett reviewed the TWG roles in the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP), which included
review of the transmission modeling assumptions and load forecasts. Currently staff is building the ITP
Year 20 model. Staff proposed to use the 2009 MDWG series 2019 model as the base for topology and
include all Appendix A upgrades. Staff solicited TWG for comments on these assumptions. John Fulton
noted the disconnect between the 2010 Regional Reliability Study, which will review some Appendix A
projects, and the Year 20 Assessment which will not review Appendix A upgrades. Based on this, staff
will move forward with building the ITP Year 20 model with these assumptions.
MDWG has reviewed and provided input into the load forecast for the ITP Year 20 model. Staff asked if
the TWG needed to review the forecasts. TWG asked for a one week review. Staff will send out the load
forecast and methodology by February 4, and all comments on the load forecast should be submitted by
February 10. After review, these load forecasts will be incorporated into the Year 20 model.
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Agenda Item 9 – Review NTC White Paper
Rachel Hulett explained that after TWG’s approval of the NTC White Paper last year, the RTWG had
been charged with reviewing the NTC White Paper for any Tariff implications, etc. The RTWG had
finished its review of the paper late last year and asked the TWG to review their version of the paper to
ensure the concepts were not changed. TWG reviewed and made revisions to the NTC White Paper
(Attachment 11 – NTC White Paper - Feb 2010). Rachel explained that the NTC White Paper would be
given to BPWG to incorporate in the NTC Business Practice.
Don Taylor motioned to approve the NTC White Paper as modified and forward it to BPWG.
John Fulton seconded, and the motion was approved unanimously.

Agenda Item 10 – Interconnection Reviews
th

Don Taylor informed the TWG on the status of the Westar/KCPL 87 Street interconnection. Currently
the parties are working the last phase of the interconnection work— the dynamic study. The
interconnection report should be released to the TWG for review in the next months, prior to the May
meeting.

Agenda Item 11 – Criteria 12.2 Review
Don Taylor had asked that Criteria 12.2 be revised to remove ANSI-IEEE standard year references.
TWG discussed if this should be done and the possible implications behind removing the year references.
One matter that could arise with removing the references would be the TWG not being aware of a revised
standard and SPP suffering consequences as a result. Don volunteered to make a list of all the IEEE
standards listed in Criteria 12.2 that changed (not addressing what was changed in the standard) and
provide that information for the next TWG meeting. The TWG will discuss this item again then.
Don Taylor to document all IEEE standards listed in Criteria 12.2 that have been revised.

The meeting ended at 5:02 p.m. Wednesday. The meeting was reconvened at 8:01 a.m. Thursday,
February 4.

Agenda Item 12 – Entergy/SPP Seams Update
Jay Caspary, SPP Staff, presented an update of the Entergy Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) study and the
Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC) efforts (Attachment 12 – Entergy CBA and EPIC
Update). Staff will continue to inform the TWG of the status of these study efforts.

Agenda Item 13 – TPL Standards Presentation
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff, shared the background behind the revisions to the TPL Standards. Then he
explained the main requirements of the new TPL-001-1 Standard and the gaps SPP has identified for
SPP to meet the requirements (Attachment 13 – TPL-001 Gap Analysis). A question was raised if
sensitivities/scenarios were in the TPL standard and had they been addressed. Staff responded that the
scenarios are in the standard (R 2.1.4 – steady state and R 2.4.3 – stability) and had been noted as gaps
in the analysis. Staff will need to internally agree to the gaps identified and develop an implementation
plan for this standard.
Staff to create a work plan for the new TPL-001-1 Standard implementation.
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Agenda Item 14 – Engineering Modeling Update
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff, presented an engineering modeling update which was also shared with the MOPC
in January (Attachment 14 – SPP Modeling Update). Staff is working towards a reorganization of staff
and processes to use a systems engineering approach. The reorganization will create a new modeling
group that will develop all SPP planning models, and also the group will provide a single SPP contact
point for members in their model building efforts. Also the Model Improvement Task Force (MITF) will
have a key role in the application of the systems engineering approach. The MITF was created based on
conversation at the last TWG meeting and consists of TWG and MDWG members. Their first task is to
create a common base model set that can be used for all SPP planning models. Several people agreed
with the direction that SPP was taking with the integration of systems engineering.
John Fulton asked if the modeling group would address modeling generation for the day two market, and
Mak suggested that the MITF consider this issue. Also John was concerned that non-SPP members
within the SPP footprint are not submitting modeling data and wanted this addressed. Kevin Goolsby,
SPP Staff, stated the only way to make this a requirement would be to have a new SPP regional
standard.

Agenda Item 15 – MDWG Status Report
Scott Rainbolt, American Electric Power, gave an update of MDWG activities: the 2010 MDWG series
models are almost complete and should be out soon; quarter 2 model building will begin after completion
of the models; everyone will have new zone ranges assigned to them. Scott Schichtl, Arkansas Electric
Cooperative, went through the Short Circuit Task Force (SCTF) white paper that MDWG had recently
approved (Attachment 15 – SCTF White Paper). Staff is moving forward with the recommendations of the
SCTF.

Agenda Item 16 – WITF Action Items for TWG
Noman Williams changed the order of the agenda to accommodate the WITF agenda item before the
Modeling small distributed generation for selling Transmission Service item. Bill Grant, Southwestern
Public Service Company, shared the action items and priority levels of these items for TWG that came out
of the Wind Integration Task Force (WITF) (Attachment 16 – WITF Recommendations). Four actions
items were assigned to TWG:





Review active or planned reliability transmission projects with impact on west to east
power flow
In future analysis for approval of transmission projects, take into account the changing
power flow patterns and requirements for wind integration
Assess impact of wind generation locations in Generation Interconnect cluster studies
Take into account that the use of flexible generation units will increase as wind
integration levels increase

On the third action item, WITF has asked TWG to help in the interconnection studies and Bill suggested
that at least one cluster study be done on an SPP region-wide basis, unlike the zonal basis that is
currently used. On the fourth action item, Bill was concerned that base load units were shifted off during
the spring and the necessary voltage support may not have been studied.
Noman Williams asked staff for help on item three. Also Noman will put together his thoughts on how to
attack these action items and distribute it to the group in the next week. TWG will need to report to
MOPC on the status of these items at the April MOPC meeting.
TWG to work on WITF assigned action items.
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Agenda Item 17 – Modeling small distributed generation for selling Transmission Service
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, asked the TWG to review the process for modeling
small distributed generation for the purposes of selling transmission service. Tom Littleton had previously
brought this item to TWG’s attention in a white paper (Attachment 17 – Small generation White Paper).
The group discussed whether this was under the TWG’s domain, but staff clarified that TWG seems to be
the appropriate technical group to discuss this and the TWG Charter gives TWG the authority to address
aggregate study processes.
Chair will contact staff and discuss this issue and the possibility of forming a task force.

Agenda Item 18 – Staff Reports
Due to time constraints, staff removed the “TOD terminology” and “Discuss Quarterly Project Tracking”
items from the agenda.
Attachment O Revisions for ITP
Rachel Hulett informed the TWG that RTWG will begin revising Attachment O to reflect the ITP process.
RTWG is set to provide the revised Attachment O to TWG at the end of February, and TWG will have
March to review this. The planned schedule is for MOPC and BOD to approve the revised Attachment O
in April.

Agenda Item 19 – Others
Next ESRPP Meeting
Tim McGinnis, SPP Staff, told the group that the 2009 Entergy-SPP Regional Planning Process (ESRPP)
efforts were coming to a close with a report issuance February 19. Tim asked the group to provide
comments on the report once published. Also staff will kick-off the 2010 ESRPP process with a web
conference on March 4, when stakeholders will discuss the 2009 report and begin other studies.
Staff requests for members
John Fulton asked that SPP be more considerate in its data requests. A recent request was limited to a
three day period, and several of the members could not comply with that timeline. John asked if there
needed to be a generic data request timeframe of one or two weeks, but Matt McGee, American Electric
Power, noted that each data request is unique and should not be confined to a set timeline.
Staff will be more mindful and coordinate future requests, although there might be exceptions to this due
to pressing matters. John Fulton asked if staff could put together a schedule of all the data requests that
SPP engineering will ask of the TOs in the first half of 2010.
Staff to create a schedule containing all SPP engineering data requests for the first and
second quarters of 2010.
Aggregate study clustering
Jason Atwood explained that the BOD recently approved a change in the aggregate study process—the
clustering of studies. However, Jason was disappointed the change was not vetted through TWG since
the TWG’s charter includes making decisions on the aggregate study. Future aggregate study and
generation interconnection process issues will need to come through TWG. Rachel will correlate this
issue to staff and other working groups.
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Agenda Item 20 – Org Group Survey
Rachel Hulett went through the 2009 TWG Organizational Group survey results (Attachment 18 – Org
Survey). TWG discussed the survey. Rachel asked the group for feedback and improvements that can
be made for the group and to increase the group’s effectiveness. It was noted that Ronnie Frizzell asked
that staff conduct a survey of itself.

Agenda Item 21 – Closing Administrative Items
Noman Williams stated that the next meeting will be May 12-13 in Amarillo. ORWG has asked for a
possible joint meeting in conjunction with this meeting. TWG will be holding conference calls in March to
review the Attachment O revisions.
Rachel Hulett stated the action items that were created in the meeting:







Staff to include all milestones in TWG work schedule.
Don Taylor to document all IEEE standards listed in Criteria 12.2 that have been revised.
Staff to create a work plan for the new TPL-001-1 Standard implementation.
TWG to work on WITF Action Items.
Chair will contact staff and discuss this issue and the possibility of forming a task force.
Staff to create a schedule containing all SPP engineering data requests for the first and
second quarters of 2010.

A motion to adjourn the meeting was made and seconded. The meeting was adjourned at 12:22 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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WFEC, Doug Milner for Mitch Williams
From: Williams, Mitch [mailto:m_williams@wfec.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2010 1:04 PM
To: Frizzell, Ronnie; SPP TWG (Members Only)
Cc: Millner, Doug
Subject: TWG - Doug Milner is authorized to act on my behalf at the Feb
3-4 SPP TWG Meeting.

Doug Milner is authorized to act on my behalf at the Feb 3-4 SPP TWG
Meeting.

Mitchell L Williams
WFEC
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
November 4- 5, 2009
Crowne Plaza– Denver, Colorado
• Summary of Action Items •
1. Approved the previous meeting minutes as amended.
2. Tabled the discussion of redefining SPP sub-regions until the next conference call.
3. Approved the 2010 meeting schedule (dates and locations).
4. Approved the TWG 2010 work schedule.
5. Approved the SPP section of the MRSWS Long Term Report.
6. Remanded Criteria 4 back to staff for additional work and review of the Tariff and other related
documents.
7. Adopted the SPP Transmission Operating Directive Review Procedure.
8. Approved changes to SPP Criteria Appendix 11.
9. Approved the TWG Prairie Wind/Tallgrass interconnection review.
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
November 4- 5, 2009
Crowne Plaza – Denver, Colorado
•

MIN UTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair, Ronnie Frizzell, called the meeting to order at 8:01 a.m. The following members were in
attendance or represented by proxy: (Attachment 1 – Attendance) (Attachment 2 – Proxies)
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Bruce Cude for John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, motioned to approve the previous
meeting minutes as amended. The motion, which was seconded by Bruce Cude,
Southwestern Public Service, passed unopposed. (Attachments 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e – Minutes)
The group reviewed the meeting agenda and did not make any changes (Attachment 4 – Agenda).
SPP Redefinition of sub-regions
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, presented two proposals for redefining the SPP sub-regions – its primary
Proposal A and secondary Proposal B (Attachment 5 – Sub Regions_2010 proposals). Primary concerns
with the proposals included areas in Proposal A being too large, thus possibly reducing participation due
to travel. The method used to balance the proposed regions was also a concern. Bruce Cude asked to
table the discussion until a future conference call.

Don Taylor, Westar Energy, motioned to approve the 2010 TWG meeting schedule (dates
and locations), and Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy, seconded. The motion passed
unopposed.
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Agenda Item 2 – Current Action Items
Rachel Hulett went through the status of the TWG current action items. Don Taylor asked why action
item two (“SPP Staff to define final costs used in Project Tracking”) has not been resolved. Chair Ronnie
Frizzell asked that action items one and two be completed for the February TWG meeting. (Attachment 6
– Current Action Items)

Agenda Item 3 – MOPC and SPP Board Updates and Directives
Priority Projects
Rachel Hulett summarized discussion and actions of the Priority Projects at the October MOPC, Strategic
Planning Committee, and Board of Directors meetings. SPP Staff will continue to work on Priority
Projects analysis for January BOD approval. Katherine Prewitt would discuss additional reliability
analysis necessary on agenda item sixteen.
Integrated Transmission Planning
Rachel Hulett informed the TWG that the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) process was approved
at the recent MOPC and the BOD meetings. Staff is currently working on scopes for the 2010 ITP
studies— 20-Year Assessment and Near Term Assessment. Also the RTWG would be developing
Attachment O Tariff language by April 2010 to incorporate the ITP process in the Tariff.
Engineering Modeling Process
Rachel Hulett shared that SPP Staff had presented an update and recommendation on the engineering
modeling processes at the October MOPC meeting. MOPC did not vote on the recommendation but had
given staff direction to go forward with the process changes while informing the necessary working
groups. Mak Nagle would go into more details on this under agenda item fourteen.
Bruce Cude added that all the Highway/Byway cost allocation approvals would take longer than expected
and would be done by April 2010. Staff noted that the Regional State Committee had approved the
Highway/Byway cost allocation methodology.

Agenda Item 4 – MDWG Status Report
Scott Rainbolt, American Electric Power, provided an update on the MDWG (Attachment 7 – MDWG
Report). The Short Circuit Task Force is currently working on recommendations. MDWG will also help
address the modeling changes that Mak Nagle proposed to the MOPC. The next MDWG meeting is
November 17.

Agenda Item 5 – TWG Reports
TWG Work Schedule Update
Rachel Hulett went through the updated 2009 TWG work schedule and the new 2010 TWG work
schedule. Rachel had added in a new section in the 2010 work schedule to estimate the TWG’s
involvement in the 20-Year ITP Assessment. (Attachment 8a – Work schedule)
Don Taylor moved to approve the work schedule as presented. Travis Hyde, Oklahoma
Gas and Electric, seconded the motion. Motion passed unopposed.
MRSWS Long Term (Summer 2014) Report
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power and Light, raised concerns with some wording in the MRSWS report.
The group made changes to the report (Attachment 8b – MRSWS Long Term Report). Jason Shook,
GDS Associates, stated concern with the zero FCITC in 2014 on Entergy’s Russellville limiting elements
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since there were transmission upgrades that should solve the issue by 2014. Staff stated they would
address this matter offline.
Harold Wyble motioned to approve the SPP section of the report as revised. Noman
Williams, Sunflower Electric, seconded the motion, which was approved unanimously.
RE, 2009 Long Term Report
Jason Speer, SPP Staff, presented an update on the Long Term Report (Attachment 8c – 2009 Long
Term Assessment). Jason explained that there had been concerns with staff using the 2015 models
since they were not created by MDWG. The 2015 model had been created using a 2014 model as a
base and adding in the 2015 topology. The SPP RE had discussed with staff and agreed on the use of
the 2015 model. Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System, asked if MRO had been contacted about the use
of the 2015 model. Staff replied that they would work with the MRO on coordination of these
assessments. Staff proposed to give the TWG the 2019 results of the analysis on November 6 and asked
for mitigations by November 20. The TWG would discuss the report on a future conference call.
With additional discussion on the topic, the TWG decided they would like SPP RE documentation of its
approval of the use of the 2015 model for compliances purposes in the long term horizon. If the RE
approved the use of the 2015 model, then the 2019 analysis would not be used.
Staff to provide the SPP RE’s approval of using the 2015 model for long term planning
compliance purposes by November 6 – or – to provide the 2019 results by November 6
with mitigations due by November 20.

Agenda Item 6 – Criteria 4 Revisions
Kevin Bates, SPP Staff, gave a brief overview of the revisions to Criteria 4 (Attachment 9 – Criteria 4
Revisions). NPPD and other Members provided feedback on the Criteria 4 revisions. When discussing
the revisions to Criteria 4, the TWG noticed that even with these changes the Criteria would not match the
Tariff Attachment C language. And since they are other documents that could be in conflict with the
proposed changes, the TWG decided that staff needed to review all related documents to ATC/AFC
calculations and coordinate those documents with the appropriate working groups before coming back
with Criteria 4 changes.

Deleted: o

Don Taylor moved that work on Criteria 4 be remanded back to staff for additional work
and review of the Tariff and other related documents and for coordination with other
working groups, including but not limited to RTWG, ORWG, and BPWG. Randy Lindstrom,
Nebraska Public Power District, seconded the motion, and it was approved unanimously.

Agenda Item 7 – STEP, 10 Year Regional Reliability Planning
Sub-Regional Planning Meeting Update, Area 1
William Mauldin, SPP Staff, provided an update on the Sub-Regional Planning Meeting Area 1 held on
November 3. Rachel Hulett also informed the group that the East Texas Study would be conducted in the
upcoming months.
Discuss timeline for 2009 STEP Report
Rachel Hulett then proposed a meeting schedule for approval of the 2009 SPP Transmission Expansion
Plan (STEP) Report. Staff would send the draft STEP Report to the TWG on November 16. The TWG
decided to hold the following meetings to discuss and approve the STEP Report: November 30 from 10
a.m. - 12 p.m.; December 8 from 3 – 5 p.m.; December 15 from 9 – 11 a.m.
2010 Regional Reliability Scope
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Rachel Hulett stated that in 2010 Staff would conduct its traditional 10-Year reliability assessment, which
would also have the Near Term Assessment from the ITP integrated into it. Currently staff is working on
the scope, and staff expects to have the scope completed by mid November. One enhancement to the
process will be addition of the updated SERC generator and load data into the SPP MDWG models. SPP
will be coordinating closely with Entergy and will have joint Entergy/SPP reliability assessment timelines
for 2010. SPP is going to also have closer coordination with AECI as they will be holding a joint study
with SPP as part of the 10-Year reliability assessment.

Agenda Item 8 – Modeling small distributed generation for selling Transmission Service
Tom Littleton led a discussion on a White Paper titled “Network Integration Transmission Service Section
III of the SPP OATT” provided in the TWG backup materials regarding how SPP tests the deliverability of
identified designated network resources (DNR’s) to customer loads. The question posed raised issue
with how the current N-1 process does or does not meet the intent of the SPP Tariff as stated in its
Preamble and in Section 28.3 of the same Tariff (Attachment 10 – Transmission Service). Tom
suggested that the N-1 process works well with the traditional central station resources but does not meet
the intent of the Tariff for distributed generation, or as some may say “behind the meter generation”. As a
result of a recent Aggregate study that resulted in zero import capabilities to various loads due to
generation being modeled on the same bus equal to or greater than the load, and with new emphasis
being made for incorporating more distributed generation associated with renewable resources
associated with significant amounts of wind generation being proposed on lower voltage systems where
historical load is modeled within the SPP footprint, the TWG should take a more in-depth look at whether
its process needs to be amended to be sure transmission deliverability is provided for the native load
whenever distributed resources are located at the same location/off the same transmission bus.
The TWG will consider process changes for selling transmission service.

Agenda Item 9 – Transmission Operating Directive Task Force Report
Don Taylor summarized that the TWG had been presented with a report from the TODTF and the
Transmission Operating Directive Review Procedure at a previous TWG meeting. There had been three
outstanding issues as part of that report to TWG (Attachment 11 – TODTF Report). Don Taylor
addressed the last two pending issues. The last two issues dealt with time durations to before applying
TODs, but Don stated that NERC Standard TOP-004 set a 30 minute limitation on system violations.
Rachel Hulett then spoke about the other remaining pending issue that asked if TODs create market
power and whether anyone was watching for that. Staff stated that TODs may create a market power
situation if they are not transparent and used in an equitable fashion. Currently market monitoring does
not have a mechanism to ensure a TOD will not create market power. Tom Littleton suggested taking this
issue to MOPC and asking for market monitoring staff to develop a methodology to watch for TODs
creating market power.
Don Taylor moved to adopt the Southwest Power Pool Transmission Operating Directive
Review Procedure, acknowledging outstanding issues. Tom Littleton seconded. The
motion passed unopposed.

Agenda Item 10 – Timeline Addition to Interconnection Review Process
At the August TWG meeting, Tom Littleton had proposed adding a standard timeline to the
Interconnection Review Process. After conversation with other members, it was determined that a
standard timeline for all interconnection reviews was not practical since time requirements for completing
interconnection reviews can vary greatly. Tom then proposed a statement be added to the
Interconnection Review Process about the affected parties coming to an agreed timeline for an
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interconnection review. The group discussed and determined that the parties should develop an
estimated timeline for the completion of the review as one of the first actions in the review process.
Language to this effect was added to Appendix 11 of the SPP Criteria. (Attachment 12 – Appendix 11).
Tom Littleton motioned to approve the changes to SPP Criteria Appendix 11. Sam
McGarrah, Empire District Electric, seconded, and the motion passed unopposed.

Agenda Item 11 – Interconnection Reviews
Prairie Wind / Tallgrass Projects
Don Taylor brought forth his Prairie Wind/Tallgrass interconnection analysis. Additional FCITC analysis
had been performed on the projects with the Spearville-Knoll-Axtell 345 kV line in the base cases. An
updated report was given to the TWG. Randy Lindstrom was concerned about the statements made in
summarizing the affects on Nebraska. Randy has asked for further FCITC to determine the impact of the
interconnection on a major NPPD flowgate. The group agreed to change the language in the report to
reflect Randy’s position. (Attachment 13 – Prairie Wind/Tallgrass Report)
Don Taylor moved to approve the TWG review of the Prairie Wind/Tallgrass
interconnection and to provide the standard response. Motion was seconded by Travis
Hyde and was approved unanimously.
Westar/KCPL 87th St Interconnection
Don Taylor informed the TWG of an upcoming interconnection between Westar and KCPL at 87th Street.
The parties have begun their work on the interconnection process.
Discuss need for interconnection reviews of emergency interconnections
Bruce Cude asked the group if it was necessary to conduct interconnection reviews for emergency
interconnections. Upon discussion with the group, TWG decided emergency interconnections are
operated normally radial and thus do not need to go through interconnection reviews.

Agenda Item 12 – EPRI – Screening Tool Presentation
Bernie Neenan, EPRI, shared general results of distribution system studies that EPRI conducted for
demand response (Attachment 14 – EPRI Presentation). For the most part, demand response only
delays a distribution asset by an average 4 years. And there were many hurdles to cross to have
demand response in tariff language (or other similar governing documents) for distribution. Bernie stated
that EPRI will begin a few demand response studies on the transmission system but noted that it will be
much harder to implement on the transmission system.
The TWG found the presentation educational. Bernie stated that he would be happy to come back later
to share the results of the transmission studies with the group.

The meeting ended at 4:46 p.m. Wednesday. The meeting was reconvened at 8:00 a.m. Thursday.

Agenda Item 13 – 2009 Stability Study
Dynamic Stability Report
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff, shared the 2009 Stability Study’s assumptions, methodology, and initial results
with the TWG (Attachment 15a – Stability Presentation). Scott has completed analysis on the Category B
and C outages and will work on the Category D outages shortly. Staff will also work on the oscillations
damp check. Staff will have the TPL Stability Report to the TWG by mid-November and be ready for
TWG discussion on the December 8 conference call. Randy Lindstrom, NPPD, suggested that SPP
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consider a requirement of a 1 cycle safety margin for all total clear times as an established SPP Stability
Criteria. Randy also requested the inclusion of the disturbances that NPPD had supplied to SPP Staff into
the final stability report.
Staff will continue its work on the transient stability criteria and will plan to have a new draft for the TWG
at its February meeting.
P-V Analysis Report
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff, presented the study methodology and initial results of the P-V analysis
(Attachment 15b P-V Presentation). Staff is reassessing a few outages due to member feedback. In the
meeting there was member feedback provided on the draft report as well. Projected completion date for
updated report is November 20. TWG will discuss the report on its December 8 conference call.

Agenda Item 14 – Engineering Models Presentation
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff, gave a presentation on the SPP engineering modeling process and proposed
changes to the current modeling process (Attachment 16 – SPP Modeling). There are two phases for the
modeling enhancement effort: Step 1) create one common data set for all models and create a single
SPP contact point for members for model building purposes; Step 2) Develop new model scenarios for
testing probabilistic load and generation deliverability. Step 1 should be completed by first quarter 2010.
Step 2 should be completed in late 2010.
TWG Members voiced concerns regarding the need for the proposed modeling changes and the approval
process for these changes. TWG directed Staff to present this proposal to the MDWG for their feedback
on the modeling process proposed changes and then report back any issues to the TWG. The MDWG
and TWG will approve any proposed modeling process changes. Travis Hyde suggested creating a task
force which consists of TWG and MDWG members to address these modeling efforts.
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Agenda Item 15 – TPL Update
Mak Nagle stated the members had wanted an update on the latest TPL Standard revisions. SPP is not
involved in the NERC Standards drafting team but are reviewing drafts of the TPL revisions. Mak pointed
out several key items in the latest TPL Standard:









Require sensitivity analysis to stress the transmission grid
Transmission Planner and Planning Coordinator will need to create stability criteria
Short circuit analysis will be required for compliance purposes
Each Planning Coordinator will need to create criteria defining critical contingencies
Relay loadability required for steady state analysis
Switched shunt devices will now be considered on a contingency basis
There will be N-1-1 analysis with no consequential load loss allowed
There will be separate EHV and HV requirements

Travis Hyde asked that SPP review the new TPL Standard and show how the individual requirements
would be fulfilled by SPP.
Staff to review the newly proposed TPL Standard and address how Staff will fulfill
requirements, including identifying any gaps for February TWG meeting.

Agenda Item 16 – Priority Projects Next Steps
Katherine Prewitt, SPP Staff, provided an update on the Priority Projects effort. The BOD approved
further study of a single project group of Priority Projects:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

765 kV line Spearville - Comanche County - Medicine Lodge - Wichita, operated at 345 kV
765 kV line Comanche County - Woodward District EHV, operated at 345 kV
345 kV double circuit line Hitchland - Woodward District EHV
345 kV line Cooper - Maryville - Sibley
345 kV line Valliant - Texarkana
138 kV reactor at Tulsa power station

The SPC would now be making any policy related decisions on the Priority Projects and would help steer
staff towards completion of the Priority Projects analysis. The Priority Projects updated report is projected
to be completed by January. SPP staff would have the reliability analysis provided to the TWG by the
November 20 for review. TWG will complete review of the reliability report by the December 15.
Randy Lindstrom suggested that FCITC analysis should be included as a part of the reliability analysis
and also asked if Nebraska City could be studied as an alternative termination point to Cooper in the
Cooper – Maryville – Sibley 345 kV project. Dan Lenihan requested that the Nebraska City-Stranger
Creek 345 kV project be re-evaluated in the Priority Projects analysis as an alternative to the CooperMaryville-Sibley 345 kV project. Other concerns and requests were voiced.

Agenda Item 17 – Staff Reports
ITC Great Plains substation acquisition
Rachel Hulett presented an update on ITC Great Plains substation acquisitions. ITC Great Plains has
acquired two substations in MKEC, and subsequently signed a SPP Membership Agreement as a
Transmission Owning Member. (Attachment 17a – ICT GP Substation Acquisition)
Novation of transmission projects
Rachel Hulett informed the group of a novation agreement between WFEC and ITC Great Plains for the
Hugo to Valliant 345 kV project (Attachment 17b – Novation –WFEC). Rachel asked if the TWG was
interested in receiving updates on these types of agreements. The group felt that theses updates were
valuable.

Agenda Item 18 – Others
Entergy Seams Update
Jay Caspary, SPP Staff, provided and update on the Entergy Cost Benefit Analysis Study (Attachment
18a – Entergy CBA Presentation). The CBA Study has been started, and the scope will soon be created.
Staff will look to TWG for input for the technical aspects of the scope.
Inter-regional Expansion Planning
Jay Caspary also provided an overview on Inter-regional Expansion Planning for SPP (Attachment 18b –
Inter-regional Planning Presentation). One major project close to SPP is the Tres Amigas project that will
be a large DC station connecting WECC, SPP, and ERCOT. Jay will continue to keep TWG updated on
expansion planning efforts around SPP.

Chair Ronnie Frizzell turned the meeting over to Vice Chair Noman Williams.
Clean Line Energy’s – Plains and Eastern Clean Line
Rachel Hulett shared that Clean Line Energy proposes to build a double circuit 500 kV DC line in the SPP
territory connecting Western SPP to SERC. The report on Clean Line Energy’s Plains & Eastern Clean
Line was provided for informational purposes (Attachment 18c – Clean Line Report).
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BPWG’s BPR-001 SPP TSA Coordination with Third Party Systems
Staff explained that the BPR-001 dealt with the coordination of transmission service impacts on third party
systems. Jimmy Womack, SPP Staff and Secretary of BPWG, shared that the RTWG had approved the
PR-001 at its last meeting. Jason Atwood was concerned with the Tariff language in BPR-001 that stated
that “neither the customer nor the SPP are required to mitigate the impact and that third party system will
be responsible for addressing the actual parallel flows on its system through its normal planning
procedures” for transmission service impacts. Jason stated it violated good planning practices.
(Attachment 18d – BPR 001)
The TWG asked Jimmy to keep them informed of the Tariff language that BPWG will develop based on
the BPR-001. Staff also stated concern of third parties intervening in the FERC filings of transmission
service. They were concerned the aggregate study process would become unraveled with the
interventions.

Agenda Item 19 – Closing Administrative Duties
Rachel Hulett summarized the action items of the meeting:
•
•
•
•

Staff to provide the SPP RE’s approval of using the 2015 model for long term planning
compliance purposes by November 6 – or – to provide the 2019 results by November 6
with mitigations due by November 20.
Staff to perform additional work on Criteria 4, reviewing the Tariff and other ATC /AFC
calculation related documents and coordinating with other working groups, including but
not limited to RTWG, ORWG, and BPWG.
TWG to take the TOD market power issue to MOPC asking the market monitoring group
to develop methodology to address TODs creating market power
Staff to review the newly proposed TPL Standard and address how Staff will fulfill
requirements, including identifying any gaps, for February TWG meeting.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:42 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
November 30, 2009
Net Conference
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m. The following people were in
attendance:
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Alan Burbach, Lincoln Electric System
Bruce Cude, Southwestern Public Service
Pat Gray
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Ed Horgan, SPP Staff
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Bob Lux, SPP Staff
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric
Kevin Pera, Southwestern Public Service
Ronda Redden, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Keith Tynes, SPP Staff

Agenda Item 2 – 2009 STEP Report
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, shared that the 2009 STEP Report was given to the various working groups on
November 16. TWG has been assigned to review and endorse section 3, excluding 3.8, section 5 and
section 8. Since TWG will need to endorse those sections, the call was focused on reviewing the report
and comments in those sections. The group discussed the report and made changes (Attachment 1 –
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Draft 2009 STEP Report with comments). Any comments from TWG on the STEP Report should be
submitted to staff although they are not part of any TWG discussion.

Agenda Item 3 – Next Meetings and Adjournment
Staff reminded everyone of the numerous meeting topics for the upcoming December 8 meeting.
Materials would be issued soon, and everyone needs to review the materials and provide comments prior
to the meeting. Also TWG will need to review and endorse the ITP 20-Year Assessment scope. It will be
discussed on the December 8 call. Also there will be a joint meeting with ESWG to discuss the scope on
December 10 from 10-12 p.m.
With no further business, Ronnie Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 3:10 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
December 8, 2009
Net Conference
•

MIN UTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 3:01 p.m. The following people were in
attendance:
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Alan Burbach, Lincoln Electric System
Bruce Cude, Southwestern Public Service
Patrick DeLassus, SPP Staff
Cary Frizzell, SPP Staff
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Charlton Hill, SPP Staff
Ed Horgan, SPP Staff
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Ally Johnson
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Bob Lux, SPP Staff
Renee McMillen, SPP Staff
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff
Kevin Pera, Southwestern Public Service
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff
Jason Speer, SPP Staff
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Agenda Item 2 – 2009 P-V Analysis Report
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff, presented the latest draft of the P-V Analysis Report. Ben went through some
additional corrections to the report. (Attachment 1 – P-V Analysis Report)
Tom Littleton motioned to approve the P-V Analysis Report as amended, and Noman
Williams seconded. The motion was approved unanimously.

Agenda Item 3 – 2009 TPL Long-term Compliance Report
Jason Speer, SPP Staff, shared the revised TPL Long-term Compliance Report. The revised report
included the 2019 summer data. Also some tables had been updated to represent all the violations from
the analysis, including those mitigated by OPM. The group made a few changes to the report.
(Attachment 2 – 2009 Long-term Compliance Report)
Travis Hyde motioned to approve the 2009 TPL Long-term Compliance Report as
amended. Jason Shook seconded the motion, and the motion passed unopposed.

Agenda Item 4 – 2009 Stability Study
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff, shared the 2009 Stability Report with the group. Through group discussion,
there were several issues on which Scott would need to follow-up: Randy Lindstrom questioned the use
of a 10 cycle 3 phase fault in the screening process and whether the analysis identified any wind farms
that were tripped off-line since this fault condition is beyond the current Low Voltage Ride-Through
Standards. Scott would need to check his results. Randy also questioned the practice of tripping
generation during an event without a defined mechanism, such as a SPS, to accomplish this response.
Also comments were submitted to correct the event tables. The group asked Scott to wrap-up the
Stability Study for the TWG December 15 meeting.
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Agenda Item 5 – 20-Year ITP Scope and Timeline
Ben Roubique shared the basic 20-Year ITP scope framework that staff had created. The basic
framework had several main steps: scenario development, model development, flowgate screening,
project screening, and project analysis. Currently the ITP scope would have responsibility split between
the ESWG and TWG; the TWG would help with the model development, the flowgate screening, and
limited reliability assessment. Ben also went through the rough timeline staff created for the 20-Year
assessment. The group would discuss the scope further on the joint ESWG and TWG conference call on
Thursday December 10. (Attachment 3a and 3b – 20-Year ITP Scope and timeline)

Agenda Item 6 – 2009 STEP Report
Bob Lux, SPP Staff, went through the changes made to the 2009 STEP Report since the November 30
call. There were several comments received on December 4 that were not addressed in this draft. The
TWG reviewed sections 3, 5, and 8 of the report, making comments and changes (Attachment 4 – Draft
2009 STEP Report). Staff would have another draft of the report to the TWG by Friday.

Agenda Item 7 – Next Meeting and Adjournment
Next week the TWG will try to wrap up the 2009 Stability Study. Also TWG will need to endorse the 2009
STEP Report and 20-Year ITP scope and timeline. The call may be extended to approve those items.
With no further business, Ronnie Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 5:10 p.m.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
December 15, 2009
Net Conference
•

MIN UTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. The following people were in
attendance: (Attachment 1 – Proxies)
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Al Tamimi for Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Dorothy Barnett
Marisa Brantley, SPP Staff
Mary Bornholdt, Entergy
Alan Burbach, Lincoln Electric System
Bruce Cude, Southwestern Public Service
Patrick DeLassus, SPP Staff
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Ed Horgan, SPP Staff
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Mitch Jackson
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff
Jake Langthorn, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Renee McMillen, SPP Staff
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff
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Agenda Item 2 – 2009 Stability Study
Scott Jordan, SPP Staff, shared the updated 2009 Stability Report with the group. Since last week, Scott
had corrected the event tables in the report and worked further on the GRDA D5 event and SCR1 and
SCR2 events. Staff and AECI and GRDA were working together to develop a mitigation plan for the
unstable SCR1 and SCR2 events (Category B events). Once a mitigation plan is finalized, it would be
added to the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP).
Scott also shared that the screening tool had not shown the loss of any wind generation causing the
system to go unstable. Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District, stated that because the wind
generation is primarily induction generators, they do not accelerate during the disturbance. The wind
generation is very sensitive to voltage and frequency excursions, so simulating a low voltage set point
with an underfrequency generation tripping point would provide the proper test of the stability of the
system during the screening analysis. Scott would revise the report to correctly reflect the screening tool
analysis. The report was also missing Appendix B plots. Staff needed a couple of days to create the plots
and insert them in the report.
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Tony Gott, Associated Electric, thanked Scott for his work with AECI on the Stability Study.
The group discussed the possibility of approving the report. TWG asked that the updated report be given
to the group by end of business Wednesday December 16, so an email vote could be taken by Friday
December 18.
Don Taylor moved that TWG have an email vote ballot on the Stability Study Report and
that votes be cast by end of business December 18. Tom Littleton seconded. The motion
passed unopposed.
Staff reminded everyone to provide their comments on the updated report by Thursday.

Agenda Item 3 – 20-Year ITP Scope and Timeline
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff, shared the three areas for which TWG would be responsible in the ITP Year 20
Assessment: model inputs, flowgate screening, and limited reliability analysis. Ben went through the
scope in detail soliciting TWG comments. The group discussed their responsible issues and made
changes (Attachment 2 – ITP 20-Year Scope).
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield, requested that SPP perform AC contingency and voltage
analysis in the 20 year assessment so members could begin to make mitigation plans for the 20 year
horizon. John suggested creating a 20 year AC model on which to perform this contingency analysis.
Keith Tynes, SPP Staff, proposed to the group to use the 10 year STEP models as a starting point for an
AC contingency analysis. Due to staff resource restrictions next year, it would be more feasible for staff
to use the 10 year STEP model than creating solved 20 year AC load flow models from the economic
modeling data. Staff was also concerned with being able to create a solved 20 year AC load flow model.
Several members were in agreement with this idea. Staff will have the updated scope to the TWG by
December 18. Due to this new idea proposed, the group decided to approve the scope on January 5
meeting.

Agenda Item 4 – 2009 STEP Report
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, went through the changes made to the 2009 STEP Report since the December
8 meeting. The TWG reviewed sections 3, 5, and 8 of the report making a few comments and changes
(Attachment 3 – Draft 2009 STEP Report). The TWG agreed to all changes that had been made to those
sections.
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Don Taylor motioned that TWG endorse sections 3, 5, and 8, excluding sections 3.6 and
3.8, of the 2009 Annual STEP Report.
3. RTO Regional Reliability Assessment 2010-2019
3.6 Loss of Load Expectation Analysis (excluded)
3.8 Unintended Consequences Review (excluded)
5. Sub-regional (Local Area) Planning
8. Project Tracking
The motion was seconded by Tom Littleton and passed unopposed.

Don Taylor motioned that TWG endorse Appendix B of the 2009 STEP Report, and John
Payne seconded. The motion was approved unanimously.

Agenda Item 5 – Next Meeting and Adjournment
The TWG will hold another meeting January 5 from 1-4 p.m. to discuss and approve the ITP Scope and
Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report.
With no further business, Ronnie Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 12:25 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary

Supplemental Activity
On December 18, 2009, an email vote was taken to approve the 2009 Stability Report. By a vote of 16
for, 0 against, and 1 abstention, the 2009 Stability Report was approved. NPPD abstained from the vote.
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
January 5, 2010
Net Conference
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m. The following people were in
attendance: (Attachment 1 – Proxies)
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Bruce Cude for John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Jannsen Bruse, Kansas Municipal Energy Agency
Kevin Goolsby, SPP Staff
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Kent Hedges
Ed Horgan, SPP Staff
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Bob Lux, SPP Staff
Renee McMillen, SPP Staff
Nick McNeill, consultant for SPP Staff
Doug Milner, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric
Ronda Redden, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff
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Agenda Item 2 – ITP Year 20 Assessment Scope
Ben Roubique, SPP Staff, shared the edits that ESWG had approved at its meeting today. TWG did not
raise any issues with the ESWG revisions. Then Ben presented the changes to the “Limited Reliability
Assessment” section, which included performing FCITC analysis and AC 100 kV and above voltage and
thermal assessments of the ITP Plan on SPP’s year 2021 model (Attachment 2 – ITP Year 20 Scope).
TWG discussed the “Limited Reliability Assessment” and made a few of revisions to the section. One
point of interest the group discussed was how autotransformers would be included for monitoring and
contingencies purposes in the assessments. For 100 kV and above monitored elements or
contingencies, transformers that step down to 69 kV or below would not be considered. However for 345
kV and above contingencies, transformers stepping down from 345 kV and above would be considered.
TWG then reviewed the document in its entirety, making changes to clarify several items. Randy
Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District, voiced disappointment that the scope was not following the
approved ITP Process.
Don Taylor motioned that TWG approve the ITP Year 20 Assessment scope with the TWG
edits, and Noman Williams seconded. The motion to approve the scope passed with 17
votes for and 1 vote against (NPPD). It was noted that NPPD opposed because “the Year
20 Assessment Scope document is not consistent with the 20 Year Assessment Process
defined in the Board approved ITP Process Document. The Year 20 Assessment Scope
ignores the defined 2 year process requirement for Scenario, Analysis & Results by
forcing this into a 1 year process. NPPD believes that the Year 20 Assessment is an
important phase of the ITP and this initial assessment should not be compromised based
on some unreasonable and artificial self imposed deadline. I t is important for us to follow
the established process if we truly want to develop a valid Year 20 Assessment.”

Agenda Item 3 – Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, went through the Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report with the group
(Attachment 3 – Reliability Report). The reliability and reactive requirement analyses were similar to the
original Priority Projects Reliability Report except they were conducted on two groups of projects. Randy
Lindstrom was unsatisfied with the two groups of projects selected for the reliability analyses since they
were very similar groupings that did not allow for useful reliability comparisons. Staff stated that staff was
following the decisions and guidance of the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC). For the Priority
Projects Phase II assessments, the SPC directed staff to study the two groups of projects performing
these reliability analyses and other economic analyses. After discussion, the TWG did recognize that the
two groupings of projects were electrically similar for any reliability analyses purposes; they added a
statement to the Reliability Report mentioning this.
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric, expressed concern that the reliability study scope does not allow
the results of this study to be combined into the cost benefit analysis of the Priority Projects assessments.
Sam stated “since the economic assessments considered several levels of wind generation in SPP, the
reliability analysis should include these levels of wind to adequately assess benefits of the Priority
Projects. The reliability study was not based on similar system conditions as the other economic studies;
therefore, the reliability issues associated with these conditions may not be adequately captured. It is
likely that the results of this report will be summarized in the Priority Projects Report; consequently, the
limitations of the results of the reliability study may not be properly characterized in the summary.”
TWG reviewed and revised the reliability and reactive requirement sections of the Reliability Report,
agreeing to those sections of the report. Then the TWG discussed the FCITC Analysis for the Priority
Projects. Randy Lindstrom and Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District, asked that the FCITC
analysis monitor impacts on existing flowgates but not local facilities. TWG discussed the FCITC but
were uncomfortable to approve the results or this portion of the report. Several members did not think the
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provided results contained useful information and asked for results that eliminated the invalid local
facilities. Staff stated that they had results of the top three limiting constraints, not just the top constraint
reported, but that the results were in large unformatted files and would take time to sift through. TWG
decided that they should review these raw results and hold another call to discuss the FCITC. TWG
asked staff to provide the raw FCITC results to the group by Wednesday, January 6.

Agenda Item 4 – Next Meeting and Adjournment
The TWG will hold another meeting January 19 from 9-11 a.m. to discuss the FCITC results for the
Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report. Also the group will discuss the agenda for its quarterly
meeting in February.
With no further business, Ronnie Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 4:21 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
January 19, 2010
Teleconference
•

MINUTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Ronnie Frizzell called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. The following people were in
attendance: (Attachment 1 – Proxies)
TWG Members
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Jason Atwood, Dogwood Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District, representing himself
and Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Tom Littleton, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Marisa Brantley, SPP Staff
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
Mark Loveless, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Bob Lux, SPP Staff
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff
Katherine Prewitt, SPP Staff
Dave Sargent, Southwestern Power Administration
James Simms, CLECO

Agenda Item 2 – Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report
As part of the Priority Project Phase II Reliability Report, staff had included an FCITC section. At the last
TWG meeting, the group had reviewed the report and asked staff to distribute additional FCITC results
(Attachment 2 – PP Reliability Report). Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, summarized the comments staff
received on the FCITC analysis since the last meeting. Two comments received were from Matt McGee
who agreed with the FCITC results for American Electric Power and John Chamberlin who agreed that
Priority Projects did not cause any additional facilities to overload for the City Utilities of Springfield.
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District, voiced concern with the FCITC results still not showing
the regional congestion issues, but local facilities. Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District, agreed
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with Randy’s comments. TWG discussed the FCITC Analysis for the Priority Projects. Nebraska
members did not think the additional results contained anything beyond invalid local facilities. NPPD and
OPPD both volunteered to study the FCITC themselves and were in the process of doing so. Staff was
looking for endorsement of the Reliability Report today and asked the group what to do in order to
endorse the report today.
John Fulton voiced concern over the SPS area FCITC results, since the 2009 STEP upgrades were not
considered in the analysis. Katherine Prewitt, SPP Staff, stated that they could not incorporate these
upgrades into the analysis, but analysis post February 10 could potentially be requested.
Tom Littleton motioned that TWG endorse the Priority Projects Phase II Reliability Report
with the comments that concerns remain with the FCITC associated with the NPPD, OPPD,
and SPS areas. John Payne seconded. A roll call vote was taken with the votes being 6
for, 2 against, and 6 abstentions. The motion passed. The parties recorded as opposing
were SPS and Empire District. The parties recorded as abstaining were NPPD, OPPD, LES,
City Utilities of Springfield, KCPL, and Dogwood Energy.
Comments on the vote are as follows: Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric, voted in opposition to the
motion due to previously stated concerns that the reliability study scope did not allow the results of this
study to be combined into the cost benefit analysis of the Priority Projects assessments, and the study did
not adequately capture how generation modeled for the economic analysis would impact the reliability of
the transmission system with the proposed projects.
John Fulton voted in opposition to the motion agreeing with Sam McGarrah’s opinion. Since the 2009
STEP projects were not included in the FCITC, SPS felt that the FCITC did not contain useful data to
accurately assess the SPS transmission system, but instead see the 2009 STEP problems that were to
be corrected.
Randy Lindstrom abstained from the vote because NPPD was unable to use the FCITC to determine the
impacts to regional facilities and existing flowgates. NPPD also objected to the two alternative Priority
Project groups which were chosen to be studied as they had no significant differences from a topology or
electrical characteristic perspective for this reliability comparison; also there were no analyses performed
for the alternative to Cooper-Maryville-Sibley project.
Harold Wyble abstained due to concerns with the lack of time and effort to complete a thorough FCITC
analysis.

Agenda Item 3 – TWG February Agenda
The group reviewed the agenda for the upcoming February meeting.

Agenda Item 4 – 2009 TPL Compliance Report
Mak Nagle, SPP Staff went through the 2009 TPL Compliance Report. Staff has completed the 2009
TPL Compliance Report that reports on all the TPL assessments conducted by staff in 2009. There are
also four accompanying documents that specify how SPP meet all the requirements for each TPL-001 –
TPL-004 Standard. The group reviewed the compliance report and one TPL accompanying document.
The made a few minor suggestions to Mak. (Attachment 3 – 2009 TPL Compliance Report)
John Fulton was concerned with the statement that SPP monitored a voltage range (0.9-1.1 %) that is
different than the SPP Criteria (0.9-1.05 %). Staff will look into check what the 2009 studies used for
voltage monitoring and abide by SPP Criteria for future TPL analysis.
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A motion to approve the 2009 TPL Compliance Report including TWG’s suggested
changes was made by Tom Littleton and seconded by Travis Hyde. The motion was
approved with one abstention from SPS.

Agenda Item 5 – Next Meeting and Adjournment
The next TWG meeting will be February 3-4, 2010, held in Little Rock. With no further business, Ronnie
Frizzell adjourned the meeting at 10:25 a.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
TWG Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
February 3-4, 2010
Crowne Plaza
Little Rock, Arkansas
• AGENDA •
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
1. Administrative ................................................................................................................. Noman Williams
a. Call to order
b. Proxies
c. Standards of conduct
d. Approve minutes of previous meetings (Action Item)
i. November 4-5, 2009
ii. November 30, 2009
iii. December 8, 2009
iv. December 15, 2009
v. January 5, 2010
vi. January 19, 2010
e. Approve agenda (Action Item)
2. TWG Vice Chairman position (Action Item) ....................................................................................... Staff
3. Review of Past Action Items ............................................................................................... Rachel Hulett
4. MOPC/BOD Update ........................................................................................................... Rachel Hulett
a. Market Power Issues with TODs
5. TWG Reports ..................................................................................................................................... Staff
a. TWG 2010 work schedule (Rachel Hulett)
b. 3.3.3 Benchmarking (Jason Speer)
6. STEP, 10 Year Regional Reliability Planning ............................................................Ed Horgan/Bob Lux
a. 2009 STEP Appendix B BOD Approval
b. 2010 Regional Reliability Scope (Action Item)
7. Definition of SPP Sub-Regions................................................................................................ Ed Horgan
8. ITP, Year 20 Assessment .................................................................................................................. Staff
a. Updated scope
b. Model Assumptions
9. Review NTC White Paper (RTWG revisions) ..................................................................... Rachel Hulett
10. Interconnection Reviews ........................................................................................................ Don Taylor
th
a. WR/KCPL 87 Street Interconnection Update
11. Criteria 12.2 Review ............................................................................................................... Don Taylor

1
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Thursday 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
12. Entergy/SPP seams update ................................................................................................ Jay Caspary
a. Entergy Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) Study Update
13. TPL Standards Presentation ................................................................................................ Scott Jordan
14. Engineering Modeling Update ................................................................................................ Mak Nagle
15. MDWG Status Report .........................................................................................................Scott Rainbolt
16. Modeling small distributed generation for selling Transmission Service
.............................................................................................................. Mark Loveless/Jim McAvoy
17. WITF Action Items for TWG ..................................................................................................... Bill Grant
18. Staff Reports ....................................................................................................................... Rachel Hulett
a. TOD terminology
b. Attachment O Revisions for ITP
c. Discuss Quarterly Project Tracking
19. Others ........................................................................................................................................ Everyone
a. Next ESRPP meeting
b. Staff requests for members (John Fulton)
c. Ag study clustering
20. Org Group survey .............................................................................................................................. Staff
21. Closing Administrative Duties ......................................................................................... Noman Williams
a. Summarize Action Items
b. Discuss upcoming meeting topics
i. Next Meeting – May 12-13 Amarillo, TX
c. Adjourn meeting

2
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
Pending Action Items Status Report
November 4-5, 2009 – 8:00 a.m.

Action Item

Date
Originated

Status

1.

2. SPP staff to work with
OMPA on ATC process issue

May 14-15,
2008

In Progress

2.

7. SPP Staff to define final
costs used in Project
Tracking.

November 56, 2008

In Meeting

May 12-13,
2009

N/A
Rachel Hulett

3.

4.

Staff to give TOs updated list
of current flowgates with
ratings and ask for updates
by June 1.

Agenda Item 17c

Staff to coordinate with
market monitoring staff
(Richard Dillon) to determine
if TODs create market power.

May 12-13,
2009

Comments

Complete

Deleted: In Progress

Put on hold until next
April

If TODs are not
transparent to all and
used in an equitable
fashion, then they could
create a market power
situation. TWG could
consider developing a
process to ensure full
transparency and
equitable application or
TWG could raise this
question to MOPC for
guidance.

Deleted: <#>¶
Staff to bring proposed Criteria 4 revisions
along with description of ATC calculations
process to August meeting.
... [1]

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Deleted: In Meeting

Action Item obsolete
based on new item 12
5.

Staff to give concerns to
TWG about modeling outside
transactions in the SPP
Planning models.

May 12-13,
2009

Complete

 SPP is not
Transmission Provider
of transmission
service
 SPP has not studied
transmission service
 Transmission Service
not included in
Eastern Reliability
Assessment Group
Multi-regional Model
Working Group
transactions
 Could be in
excess of

Deleted: <#>¶
Staff to provide TWG analysis of affects of
changing PTDF from 3 to 5% for long-term
service.
... [2]
Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Deleted: In Progress¶
Chris Jamieson
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contract path
capacities?
 Could be partial
path service?
 Could be
economy
transfers?
 Could exceed
available
generation in
peak models?
 Transmission Providers
of such service have
not notified SPP
through third party
affected system
impact studies
 Substantial Base Plan
Upgrades may be
identified by STEP
Reliability Assessment
 SPP partial path service
and economy
transfers transmission
service not included
MMWG
6.

7.

8.

9.

Staff to include in future 3.3.3
benchmarking analysis each
area’s load respective to
SPP’s actual peak load.

August 5-6,
2009

In Meeting

Staff to make revisions to
Criteria 4 to align with current
ATC processes.

August 5-6,
2009

Complete

Staff to perform stability
studies, including running a
screen to obtain new events
to analyze and applying the
SPP proposed criteria.
In conjunction with the
Priority Projects reliability
analysis, Staff will provide to
TWG a strawman for EHV
construction planning
standards which can be
utilized for the Priority
Projects and ITP process.

10. Staff to provide the SPP RE’s
approval of using the 2015
model for long term planning
compliance purposes by

Agenda Item 5b

Action Item obsolete
based on new item 11

Deleted: <#>¶
Staff to determine timeline/scope of study by
Friday June 12. SPS/AEP and Staff to
determine scenarios on which to run the
sensitivity by June 12. Share with TWG by
Monday June 15, and an email vote may follow.
... [3]
Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
Deleted: Progress
Deleted: ¶
Jason Speer

August 5-6,
2009

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Complete

Deleted: In Meeting
Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

August 5-6,
2009

November45, 2009

In Progress
Rachel Hulett

Complete

The planning design
standards are being
created for
implementation in the
ITP.

Deleted: In Meeting

TWG approved the 2009
Long-term Compliance
report on its Dec 8
meeting.

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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November 6 – or – to provide
the 2019 results by
November 6 with mitigations
due by November 20.
11. Staff to perform additional
work on Criteria 4, reviewing
the Tariff and other ATC
/AFC calculation related
documents and coordinating
with other working groups,
including but not limited to
RTWG, ORWG, and BPWG.
12. TWG to take the TOD market
power issue to MOPC asking
the market monitoring group
to develop methodology to
address TODs creating
market power
13. Staff to review the newly
proposed TPL Standard and
address how Staff will fulfill
requirements, including
identifying any gaps, for
February TWG meeting.

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

November45, 2009

In progress
Staff

Concern brought to
MOPC in January 2010.
November45, 2009

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Complete

Agenda Item 12
November45, 2009

In Meeting
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Page 1: [1] Deleted

rah0607

1/11/2010 9:21:00 AM

Staff to bring proposed Criteria 4
revisions along with description
of ATC calculations process to
August meeting.

May 12-13,
2009

Complete

Staff to provide TWG and
MDWG a list of all the known
issues in MOD that need to be
addressed.

May 12-13,
2009

Complete

Page 1: [2] Deleted

Staff to provide TWG analysis of
affects of changing PTDF from 3
to 5% for long-term service.
Page 2: [3] Deleted

Staff to determine
timeline/scope of study by
Friday June 12. SPS/AEP and
Staff to determine scenarios on
which to run the sensitivity by
June 12. Share with TWG by
Monday June 15, and an email
vote may follow.

rah0607

May 12-13,
2009

1/11/2010 9:21:00 AM

Complete

rah0607

June 5, 2009

New action item 11 makes
this obsolete.

1/11/2010 9:21:00 AM

Complete
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Group
SPP
MDWG
(powerflo
w)

SPP
MDWG
(Dynamics
)

SPP TWG

SPP 2010 WORK SCHEDULE
Task
Sub-Task
SPP Requests data to make B2 models (as needed updates)
Member Data due to SPP (as needed updates: Transactions, Regional Ties)
Member Data due to SPP (as needed updates: MOD Base Case, Projects, and Profiles)
MOD Projects Reviewed by SPP Staff
SPP MOD Model Extraction
SPP Posts MDWG 2010 B2 Power Flow Models
SPP MDWG 2010 Dynamic Models - signed contract with Dynamics Coordinator
SPP Requests 2010 Stability Model data updates
Member data due to SPP (DYRE corrections in SDDB workbook format, Wind farm DYRE updates)
SPP delivers Power Flow Models to Dynamics Coordinator (MDWG 2010 B1)
SPP Request 2010 Stability Model corrections
Member data due to SPP
Dynamics Coordinator delivers stability models to SPP (1/4 cycle and 1/2 cycle full and reduced)
MDWG 2010 Stability Models - SPP Posts Final models (1/4 cycle and 1/2 cycle full and reduced)
MDWG 2010 Stability Models - SPP Posts Final SDDB
Project Tracking 1st Quarter
TOTAL
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit updates
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit mitigation plans
Project Tracking
T.O. review
NERC Compliance Reporting TPL 001-004
MRSWS Western ERAG Summer Study (formerly TASG)
TOTAL
MRSWS Western ERAG Summer Study (formerly TASG)
TWG Comments on Report
MRSWS Western ERAG Summer Study (formerly TASG)
TWG Approve SPP Section of Report
TWG Winter Meeting
Flowgate Assessment
TOTAL
Flowgate Assessment
Review of all subsystem files by T.O.s
Flowgate Assessment
Run AC analysis
Flowgate Assessment
Review of FG assessment by T.O.s
Flowgate Assessment
Post results for TWG review
FERC715 Filing
Staff to report the SPP filing is complete
Project Tracking 2nd Quarter
TOTAL
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit updates
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit mitigation plans
Project Tracking
T.O. review
NERC RAS Summer Report
TWG Comments on Report
CBM/TRM Assessment
TOTAL
CBM/TRM Assessment
Calculate existing FG TRMs
CBM/TRM Assessment
Calculate existing/new FG TRMs
CBM/TRM Assessment
Review of TRM values by T.O.s
CBM/TRM Assessment
Post results for TWG review
NERC TPL Assesment, TPL 001-004 - Near Term Mitigation Review
TOTAL
Mitigation Review
T.O. comments/mitigation plans due
Report Written and TWG review
TWG review report
Annual Review of ATC Process
Benchmarking of Winter Model
TWG Spring Meeting
NERC RAS Long Range Report (LTRA)
TWG Comments on Report
Project Tracking 3rd Quarter
TOTAL
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit updates
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit mitigation plans
Project Tracking
T.O. review
TWG Summer Meeting
NERC TPL Assesment, TPL 001-004 - Long-Term Mitigation Review
TOTAL
Mitigation Review
T.O. comments/mitigation plans due
Report Written and TWG review
TWG review report
Project Tracking 4th Quarter
TOTAL
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit updates
Project Tracking
T.O.s submit mitigation plans
Project Tracking
T.O. review
PV Analysis
Stability Study
NERC RAS Winter Report
TWG Comments on Report
MRSWS Western ERAG Winter Study (formerly TASG)
TOTAL
MRSWS Western ERAG Winter Study (formerly TASG)
TWG Comments on Report
MRSWS Western ERAG Winter Study (formerly TASG)
TWG Approve SPP Section of Report
MRSWS Western ERAG Long-Term Study (formerly FSSG)
TOTAL
MRSWS Western ERAG Long-Term Study (formerly FSSG)
TWG Comments on Report
MRSWS Western ERAG Long-Term Study (formerly FSSG)
TWG Approve SPP Section of Report
Benchmarking of Summer Model
TWG Fall Meeting

Days

Start
01/07/10
02/18/10
03/04/10

Stop

Status

04/02/10

37
15
31
14
91
102
13
9
2
85
15
32
21
15
31
36
15
29
8
8
40
10
17
10
1
87
25
6
86
30
2
8
36
15
29
8
2
92
31
6
36
15
29
8
93
10
95
14
7

30
2

04/05/10
06/01/10
11/15/09
12/01/09
01/14/10
01/22/10
02/22/10
03/07/10
04/01/10
04/15/10
05/01/10
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/01/09
12/18/09
12/01/09
02/02/10
04/23/10
05/06/10
02/03/10
02/15/10
02/15/10
03/01/10
04/01/10
04/21/10
03/01/10
03/03/10
03/03/10
03/03/10
03/24/10
04/03/10
04/01/10
04/01/10
04/13/10
04/29/10
05/10/10
02/15/10
03/25/10
04/30/10
02/05/10
05/01/10
05/12/10
05/25/10
06/02/10
06/02/10
06/02/10
06/23/10
08/04/10
08/01/10
09/15/10
10/31/10
09/01/10
09/01/10
09/01/10
09/22/10

01/06/10
√
12/15/09
√
12/31/09
√
12/31/09
√
03/01/10
√
05/14/10 In progress
05/05/10
05/14/10
02/04/10 Little Rock
05/10/10
03/01/10
04/01/10
04/21/10
05/05/10
03/31/10
04/07/10
03/17/10
03/31/10
03/31/10
04/10/10
05/10/10
04/10/10
04/29/10
05/08/10
05/10/10
05/12/10
04/18/10
05/05/10
05/01/10
05/30/10
05/13/10 Amarillo, TX
06/01/10
07/07/10
06/16/10
06/30/10
06/30/10
08/05/10 Kansas City
10/31/10
10/15/10
11/05/10
10/06/10
09/15/10
09/29/10
09/29/10

07/01/10
09/14/10
08/03/10
10/16/10
10/30/10
N/A
N/A
N/A
11/01/10
11/03/10

10/01/10
09/23/10
11/05/10
10/29/10
11/05/10
N/A
N/A
N/A
11/30/10
11/04/10

Dallas, TX
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SPP 10Year
Regional
Reliability
Study (12
Month
Cycle)

SPP ITP
Year 20
Assessme
nt (TWG
involveme
nt only)

SPP MDWG Model Development
Finalize Scope 2010 Planning Cycle
SPP Planning Model Updates
Sub-regional Planning Meeting
Sub-regional Meeting Feedback
Identify System Problems
Sub-regional Planning Meeting
Sub-regional Meeting Feedback
TrueShare Posting of Problems
Planning Summit
T.O.s Submit Solutions
Planning Summit Feedback
Preliminary Solutions
TrueShare Posting of Preliminary Solutions
Sub-regional Planning Meeting
Sub-regional Meeting Feedback
Planning Summit 100 kV and above and ITP Summit
Planning Summit Feedback
TrueShare Posting of Solutions
Planning Web Conference 69 kV
Planning Summit Feedback
TrueShare Posting of Solutions
STEP/ITP 2010-2030 Report
Sub-regional Planning Meeting
Sub-regional Meeting Feedback
SPP TWG Endorsement
SPP MOPC Endorsement
SPP BOD Approval
Budgeting and Scoping for Years 2-5 and New/Revised Projects
Finalize Scope for 2010 Year 20 Assessment
Flowgate Analysis and TWG Review
Flowgate Analysis 2 and TWG Review
ITP Workshop
ITP Workshop
Perform limited reliability assessment
Stakeholder feedback on reliability issues
ITP Workshop
STEP/ITP 2010-2030 Report
SPP TWG Endorsement of Report
SPP BOD Approval of Report
Scope for 10-Year ITP Assessment
Begin 10-Year ITP Asssessment

Reliability Assessment

167
31
29
1
10
71
1
10
1
1
22
9
49
1
1
10
1
9
1
1
10
1
37
1
10
48
11
11
26
66
46
32
1
1
46
31
1
46
48
11

8/28/09
11/1/09
2/1/10
2/2/10
2/3/10
2/20/10
5/11/10
5/12/10
5/15/10
5/27/10
5/25/10
5/21/10
6/16/10
8/3/10
8/3/10
8/4/10
8/12/10
8/13/10
9/1/10
10/1/10
10/1/10
10/23/10
10/10/10
11/2/10
11/3/10
11/15/10
1/10/11
1/20/11
2/1/11
11/1/09
3/1/10
5/1/10
5/27/10
8/12/10
8/1/10
9/1/10
10/21/10
10/1/10
11/15/10
1/20/11

2/10/10
12/1/09
3/1/10
2/2/10
2/12/10
5/1/10
5/11/10
5/21/10
5/15/10
5/27/10
6/15/10
5/29/10
8/3/10
8/3/10
8/3/10
8/13/10
8/12/10
8/21/10
9/1/10
10/1/10
10/10/10
10/23/10
11/15/10
11/2/10
11/12/10
1/1/11
1/20/11
1/30/11
2/26/11
1/5/10
4/15/10
6/1/10
5/27/10
8/12/10
9/15/10
10/1/10
10/21/10
11/15/10
1/1/11
1/30/11

92

9/1/10
1/1/11

12/1/10

In progress
√
In progress
√
In progress
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Criteria 3.3.3
2009 Summer Peak Review
February 2010
TWG Meeting
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SPP Criteria
333 B
3.3.3
Benchmark
h
k SPP M
Models
d l
SPP staff will benchmark model data against actual SPP
system conditions (e.g., generation dispatch, load, and load
power factor)
f t ) which
hi h correspond
d to
t th
the ti
time fframes ffor which
hi h
the models are created. As a minimum the results will be
reported semiannually.

www.spp.org
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Data Comparison
A
Area
Load
L d Data
D t (MW)
Actual Peak vs. Planning model peak load
Planning Load = Loads + Losses

Generator Data (MW, Mvar)
Generating Units ≥ 50 MW PMAX
MW, Mvar, Voltage

Transformers with highside ≥ 115 kV
Load flow - MW, Mvar, MVA, Rating A & B, % Flow, Voltage (all
referenced at both From and To ends)
eDNA - MW (for now)

www.spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool
Criteria 3.3.3 - 2009 Summer Peak
Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison
Area Area
Actual Peak Load Actual RealPlanning
MW
%
Time Load Peak Load* Difference Difference
Num Name
Date/Hour
502 CELE 06/18/2009 15:40:00
2651
2448
-203
-8.3%
503 LAFA 06/29/2009 15:30:00
475
482
7
1.5%
504 LEPA 06/24/2009 15:50:00
229
224
-5
-2.1%
515 SWPA 06/23/2009 15:20:00
%
1571
1649
78
4.7%
520 AEPW 07/13/2009 16:10:00
9728
10169
442
4.3%
523 GRDA 06/26/2009 16:20:00
862
1018
156
15.4%
524

SPP.EMS.00008044
SPP.EMS.00008939
SPP.EMS.00007327

6578

209

3.2%

1466

1406

-60

-4.3%

SPP.EMS.00009409

07/15/2009 16:50:00

5473

5710

237

4.2%

SPP.EMS.00008973

986

1068

81

7.6%

SPP.EMS.00008879

536

SUNC 08/03/2009 16:30:00
WERE 06/23/2009 16:40:00

5968

6102

133

2.2%

SPP.EMS.00009470

540

MIPU

06/23/2009 16:40:00

1949

1980

32

1.6%

SPP.EMS.00008345

541

KACP 06/23/2009 17:20:00
KACY 06/23/2009 16:00:00

3578

3607

30

0.8%

SPP.EMS.00009828

483

547

65

11.8%

SPP.EMS.00007704

EMDE 06/22/2009 16:40:00
INDN 06/23/2009 17:00:00

1087

1185

99

8.3%

SPP.EMS.00006934

295

316

20

6.4%

SPP.EMS.00006668

NPPD 08/03/2009 22:10:00
OPPD 06/23/2009 15:50:00

2854

3560

706

19.8%

SPP.CALC.NPPDMKTL

2514

2849

335

11.8%

SPP.EMS.00018125

747

818

71

8 7%
8.7%

SPP.EMS.00018105

534

542
544
545
640
645
650

SPS

LES

06/23/2009 16:30:00

*Sum of SWPA and SPRM

SPP.EMS.00006775

6369

526

Notes

SPP.EMS.00036694

SPP.EMS.00008570

525

OKGE 07/15/2009 16:30:00
WFEC 07/13/2009 14:50:00

eDNA Data Point
SPP.EMS.00006598

*Sum SUNC and WEPL

*Note: Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.

www.spp.org
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Criteria 3
3.3.3
3 3 - Trends
Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison
Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

2008

2008

2009

2009

2007/08

2007/08

2008/09

2008/09

2008

2009

2007/08

2008/09

Pl
Planning
i
Pl
Planning
i
Pl
Planning
i
Pl
Planning
i
Area Area
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Num Name Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Difference Difference Difference Difference
502 CELE
2451
2396
2651
2448
1903
1801
1919
2044
-2.3%
-8.3%
-5.6%
6.1%
503 LAFA
453
492
475
482
335
336
340
344
8.0%
1.5%
0.2%
1.0%
504 LEPA
214
223
229
224
157
153
154
150
4.0%
-2.1%
-2.9%
-2.5%
515 SWPA
1506
1658
1571
1649
1127
1209
1203
1247
9.2%
4.7%
6.8%
3.5%
520 AEPW
10177
10270
9728
10169
7249
7694
7395
7974
0.9%
4.3%
5.8%
7.3%
523 GRDA
930
978
862
1018
688
718
720
776
4.9%
15.4%
4.1%
7.2%
524 OKGE
6493
6075
6369
6578
4369
4146
4710
4515
-6.9%
3.2%
-5.4%
-4.3%
525 WFEC
1456
1310
1466
1406
1321
1262
1383
1258
-11.2%
-4.3%
-4.7%
-9.9%
526 SPS
5499
5185
5473
5710
3714
3358
3914
3508
-6.0%
6 0%
4 2%
4.2%
-10.6%
10 6%
-11.6%
11 6%
531 MIDW
352
359
209
206
534

SUNC

1020

963

986

1068

691

702

813

777.3

-6.00%

7.6%

1.6%

-4.6%

536

WERE

6218

5867

5968

6102

4161

4093

4470

4119.4

-6.00%

2.2%

-1.7%

-3.3%

540

MIPU

1975

1982

1949

1980

1504

1490

1598

1548.8

0.30%

1.6%

-0.9%

-3.2%

541

KACP

3625

3617

3578

3607

2571

2553

2763

2533 6
2533.6

-0 20%
-0.20%

0 8%
0.8%

-0 7%
-0.7%

-9 1%
-9.1%

542

KACY

501

547

483

547

385

404

394

404.1

8.40%

11.8%

4.7%

2.5%

544

EMDE

1156

1144

1087

1185

1056

997

1106

987.3

-1.10%

8.3%

-5.9%

-12.0%

545

INDN

307

320

295

316

177

175

213

176.4

4.00%

6.4%

-1.1%

-20.7%

640

NPPD

-

-

2854

3560

-

-

-

-

-

19.8%

-

-

645

OPPD

-

-

2514

2849

-

-

-

-

-

11.8%

-

-

650

LES

-

-

747

818

-

-

-

-

-

8.7%

www.spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool
Criteria 3.3.3 - 2009 Summer Peak
Area Load (at SPP Peak) & Planning Peak Load Comparison
Area
Num
502

Area
Name
CELE

Actual Peak Load
Date/Hour

Actual RealTime Load

Planning Peak
Load*

MW
Difference

% Difference

07/14/2009 16:50:00

2048

2448

400

16.3%

503

LAFA

07/14/2009 16:50:00

446

482

36

7.4%

504

LEPA

07/14/2009 16:50:00

201

224

23

10.3%

515

SWPA

07/14/2009 16:50:00

1177

1649

472

%
28.6%

520

AEPW

07/14/2009 16:50:00

9519

10169

650

6.4%

523

GRDA

07/14/2009 16:50:00

827

1018

191

18.8%

524

OKGE

07/14/2009 16:50:00

6222

6578

356

5.4%

525

WFEC

07/14/2009 16:50:00

1373

1406

33

2.3%

526

SPS

07/14/2009 16:50:00

5463

5710

247

4.3%

534

SUNC

07/14/2009 16:50:00

953

1068

115

10.7%

536

WERE

07/14/2009 16:50:00

5608

6102

494

8.1%

540

MIPU

07/14/2009 16:50:00

1534

1980

446

22.5%

541

KACP

07/14/2009 16:50:00

3106

3607

501

13.9%

542

KACY

07/14/2009 16:50:00

408

547

139

25.5%

544

EMDE

07/14/2009 16:50:00

964

1185

221

18.7%

545

INDN

07/14/2009 16:50:00

230

316

86

27.1%

640

NPPD

07/14/2009 16:50:00

2657

3560

903

25.4%

645

OPPD

07/14/2009 16:50:00

2164

2849

685

24.0%

650

LES

07/14/2009 16:50:00

661

818

157

19 2%
19.2%

Notes

*Sum of SWPA and SPRM

*Sum SUNC and WEPL

*Note: Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.

www.spp.org
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Questions?

www.spp.org
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SPP 2010 STEP SCOPE Definition
TWG Meeting
February 3, 2010

54 of 167

SPP Time and Resource Constraints in
2010
• Priority Project Study
• ITP Year 20 Study including reliability
analysis
• ITP Year 10 Study process development
light Study
• 2010 STEP “light”
¾ Fewer resources available for Study

SPP.org
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SPP Time and Resource Constraints 2010 STEP
continued
2010 STEP Study Timeline
•

Finalize Scope ----------------------------------------------------------------– February 2010

•

Build Models ------------------------------------------------------------------– Feb – March 2010

•

Contingency Analysis -----------------------------------------------------– April 2010

•

Results back from TO and Stakeholders ----------------------------- May 15, 2010

•

Present Findings and Proposed Improvements
Improvements-------------------– May 27, 2010

•

Refine regional solutions and collaborate reliability
needs with ITP findings --------------------------------------------------– June – July 2010

•

Fall Joint ITP Summit to share solutions ----------------------------– August
g
12,, 2010

•

Draft STEP Report Sections ---------------------------------------------– October 1, 2010

•

TWG Approve STEP Report Sections---------------------------------- November 3, 2010

SPP.org
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2010 STEP Scope Process
•

•

Modify previous year’s SCOPE version
¾

Previously approved in November

¾

Resource demands and timing needs coincident with ITP
directives are requiring an adjustment in STEP scope of work

¾

Develop STEP “light” as a transition to ITP “near term” in 2011
but streamline the reliability review in order to still meet
reliability objectives over the next 12 months

2010 P
Primary
i
W
Work
k Obj
Objectives
ti
¾

ITP 20 year study – reliability reviews

¾

ITP 10 year and “near
near term
term” scope development and
approvals

¾

2010 STEP “light”

SPP.org
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2010 STEP Process factors

• Scenario models 6 each season
• Number of models being used
• Monitoring voltage level long term

SPP.org
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Scenario discussion

SPP.org
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WHY use “Scenario
Scenario Zero
Zero” and “Scenario
Scenario 5
5”
only?

•

Would
W
ld all
ll off the
h 2009 STEP NTC
NTCs h
have b
been
issued as determined with using scenario S0
and S5 only?

•

Aggregate Study process issues NTCs for
regional reliability upgrades that are above 3%
cutoff that impact service

•

What is the average overload violation
difference between Scenario ZERO and the
other scenarios?
SPP.org
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2009 STEP Overloads by Scenario

OL Violations
s

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
# OL
% of TOTAL

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

9876

4330

9072

4770

5768

9185

23

10

21

11

13

21

SCENARIO NAME
SPP.org
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Average % Overload Difference between S0 and S1
to S5
TO name

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

AEPW

109 836
109.836

09
0.9

19
1.9

-0.2
02

-2.5
25

-2.8
28

EMDE

105.353

-0.6

0.5

-1.1

0.8

-0.8

GRDA

110.728

3.7

1.0

3.0

0.6

3.4

INDN

104.54

1.6

-0.7

-1.3

0.1

1.0

KACP

107.196

5.3

1.0

0.4

0.8

3.0

LES

120.336

0.0

-4.7

-4.2

0.0

0.1

MIDW

108.125

-0.4

-1.9

-1.7

-1.1

-1.9

MKEC

108.854

0.0

3.7

0.0

0.9

3.5

NPPD

122.893

4.4

7.9

7.2

0.8

-0.6

OKGE

110.478

-2.5

-1.6

-2.5

-2.0

-1.9

OMPA

103.3

-0.1

1.1

4.0

0.0

1.2

OPPD

123.61

-5.9

-0.6

-1.6

-4.7

-8.9

SPRM

104.4

-1.4

-0.3

-0.8

-0.5

0.2

SPS

110.957

0.8

-0.7

0.9

0.0

-4.2

SWPA

107.954

4.2

-0.6

3.8

-0.2

4.9

WERE

112.202

0.9

-2.2

0.5

-0.2

-2.5

WFEC

220.184

89.3

-8.5

57.6

9.1

-25.1

SPP.org
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2009 STEP examination of 182
UPGRADES in Appendix
pp
B using
g scenario
S0 and S5 results

• 91 % - 166 identical NTCs issued
•

9 % - 16 NTC status changed

SPP.org
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2009 STEP re-examination of 182 UPGRADES in
Appendix
B
Using proposed Scenario ZERO and FIVE only:
¾

p
g violations
5 did not have corresponding


3 were identified in 2019 load flow model by S3



1 was identified in 2019 load flow model by S4



1 was identified in 2010 load flow model by S1
S1,3,4
34

¾

6 were TIMED for 1 year later

¾

2 were TIMED for 2 years later

¾

1 was TIMED for 3 years later

¾

2 were TIMED for 4 years later

¾

8 RTO Need date moved out

¾

3 Moved outside NTC Window and would be in Appendix A

¾

5 Would not be in Appendix A
SPP.org
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Numbers of models used in the
analysis

SPP.org
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Why use less models
•

Few models capture 97% of the projects – this is within
the
h accuracy off the
h study
d process

•

Moves us closer to 90% + of the value for significant
reduction in effort

•

Achieves acceptable level of accuracy commiserate
with the accuracy of the models and load forecasts

•

Models selected scenario zero is similar to the MDWG
which has expected firm transaction and scenario 5
which has all filed firm service

•

SPP feels these models are adequate for planning
purposes
p
p
until the ITP process
p
is implemented
p
SPP.org
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Long term ( 2021 ) monitoring at <100 kV
discussion

SPP.org
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Why not monitor at 69 kV for 2021
models?
•

Large Amount
L
A
off work
k to correct Long
L
T
Term
violations at 69 kV that are 11 years out.

•

69 kV solution life time for Long term
violations are short lived.

•

Long term solutions may be revised for use in
the 2011 ITP process

SPP.org
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Applying lessons learned to the 2010
SCOPE

SPP.org
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THREE Strawman Proposals - 2010 STEP
“light” for TWG to consider:
•

Proposal commonality:
¾

10 Year Study

¾

Use “Scenario Zero” and “All Transactions” ( Scenario 5 )

¾

Use only Summer and Winter models

¾

Long term use 11 year case ( 2021 MDWG )

¾

Methods are not designed to coincide with the Aggregate
Study Process

¾

Upgrades requested to be removed from the models will go
through
g stakeholder review

¾

Represents an abbreviated process

¾

Requires reduced resources to plan and develop the
presentation on joint summit dates on May 27
27, 2010 and
August 12, 2010
SPP.org
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2010 STEP Scope changes from the 2009 STEP Scope:
•

•

•

Proposal ONE (STAFF Recommended)
¾

All 2009 STEP Regional Reliability Projects as listed in Appendix A will be
included in the models

¾

NEAR TERM use 2012 and 2016 models with monitoring voltage
kV and above for the analysis

¾

LONG TERM use 2021 models with monitoring voltage
>100 kV and above for the analysis

¾

Use 2011 model for timing only

> 60

PROPOSAL TWO
¾

U only
Use
l th
the 2012 and
d 2021 models
d l for
f th
the analysis
l i

¾

Use 2011 and 2016 models for timing only

PROPOSAL THREE
¾

NEAR TERM use 2012 and 2016 models with monitoring voltage
> 60 kV and above for the analysis

¾

LONG TERM use 2021 models with monitoring voltage
> 100 kV and above for the analysis

¾

Use 2011 model for timing only
SPP.org
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2010 STEP Scope design changes:
•
Proposal ONE
¾

All 2009 STEP Regional Reliability Projects as listed in Appendix A
will be included in the models


Makes use of developed projects, not re-doing weeks of analysis

¾

NEAR TERM use 2012, 2016 and 2021 models with monitoring voltage
> 60 kV and above for the analysis
y

¾

LONG TERM use 2021 models with monitoring voltage
>100 kV and above for the analysis



Advantages
 Captures efficiencies by not repeating assessments just completed
 Reduced 2021 output is now focused: NEW near and long term problems
 Streamlined process allows stakeholder flexibility for detailed analysis of
areas with special concerns within short time frame
 NO problem analysis and solution development requirement for 2021
voltage
< 100 kV which was just completed will decrease resource
requirement
 Use 2011 model for timing only
SPP.org
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2010 STEP Scope design changes:

•

PROPOSAL TWO
¾ Use
U only
l th
the 2012 and
d 2021 models for
f analysis
l i
¾ Advantages
 42 cases decreases to 6 cases
 Save time building cases and analysis is reduced to 1/7
 All 2009 STEP Regional Reliability Projects as listed in
Appendix B will be included in the models decreases
resource requirement for analysis

 Reduce output is now focused on the near and long term
NEW and OLD problems

¾ Use 2011 and 2016 models for timing only
SPP.org
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2010 STEP Scope design changes:
•
PROPOSAL THREE
¾

NEAR TERM analysis
y
use 2012 and 2016 models with
monitoring VOLTAGE > 60 kV and above

¾

LONG TERM analysis use 2021 models with monitoring
voltage > 100 kV and above



Advantages
 42 cases decreased to 10 cases reduces resource requirement
 Reduce 2021 output is now focused on near and long term both
NEW and OLD problems

 All 2009 STEP Regional Reliability Projects as listed in
Appendix B will be included in the models
 NO problem analysis and solution time for 2021 voltage < 100 kV
 Use
U 2011 model
d l ffor timing
ti i only
l
SPP.org
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Summary of Proposals
2009 STEP
Model Year

2010 STEP SCOPE PROPOSALS
ONE

TWO

THREE

1

2010 Timing
only

2011 Timing only

2011 Timing only

2011 Timing only

2

2011 - S,
S W

2012 - S,
S W

2012 - S,
S W

2012 - S,
S W

5

2014 - S, W
2016 - S, W

2016 Timing only

2016 - S, W

2021 - S

2021 - S

2021 - S

6
10

2019 - S

11

Include 2009 TWG Solutions

B ( NTC )

A (ALL)

B ( NTC )

B ( NTC )

2021 monitoring < 100 kV

YES

NO

YES

NO

Use ALL Scenarios

YES

Zero and S5 only

Zero and S5 only

Zero and S5 only

Timing not analysis purposes

SPP.org
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
OPTION
O
O O
ONE
•

The SPP Staff recommends the TWG accept the
option to include all Appendix A projects in the
models
d l and
d llook
k ffor new ttransmission
i i issues
i
that
th t
are above and beyond. Project Owners can also
work with staff on each project to more closely
examine if necessary
necessary.

SPP.org
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NEXT STEP – ITP 2011 Study
•

Focus will be on NEW transmission system
problems found in the “next new year”
analysis in order to reduce re-solving OLD
problems

•

Reduce analysis Turn-over-Time

•

Reduce number of models

•

Reduce number of Enfusion RUNS

•

Reduce time via parallel rather than serial
processes
SPP.org
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Questions?

SPP.org
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Bob Lux
blux@spp.org
Planning

Ed Horgan
ehorgan@spp.org
Planning

SPP.org
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Southwest Power Pool (SPP) 2010
Transmission Expansion Plan Scope
For 2010 10 year Reliability Assessment Study
PROPOSAL THREE
TWG Approved February 3, 2010
Introduction
The main objective of the reliability review SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP) is
to create an effective long-range plan for the SPP footprint which identifies problems for
normal conditions (no contingency) and (N-1) scenarios using NERC Reliability
Standards, SPP Criteria, and local planning criteria and coordinating appropriate
mitigation plans to meet the reliability needs of the SPP region. This analysis is not for
NERC compliance reporting (NERC compliance will be facilitated through a different
SPP process), but rather to meet SPP OATT, Attachment ‘O’ requirements to plan a
reliable transmission system for the long term transmission service needs of the SPP
system. In addition, projects which may produce an economic benefit to the
stakeholders in the SPP footprint are evaluated. This process consists of the following
steps:
1. Identification of the reliability based problems (SPP and local criteria)
2. Comprehensive assessment of known mitigation plans
Development of additional mitigation plans to meet the needs of the region and maintain
SPP and Local reliability/planning standards
The process is open and transparent allowing for stakeholder input. All study results
from the planning process will be coordinated with other entities/regions responsible for
transmission needs assessment/planning.

Expansion Plan Objectives
Reliability Planning
• SPP shall plan the SPP Transmission System to meet:
o SPP Criteria
o SPP RTO approved Local Planning Criteria as requested by Transmission
Owners (TO)
• Address additional needs of the region
• Assess mitigation plans proposed by TO (operating guides and/or new facilities)
• SPP shall track authorized and planned system upgrades to ensure reliability
projects are built in time to meet the needs of the system. This will be
accomplished through the SPP Project Tracking quarterly reporting process.
• SPP shall coordinate regional transmission plans with neighboring entities,
regions and RTO’s.

2/12/2010

1
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Assumptions for Reliability Assessment
Load Flow Models
• The STEP load flow cases will be built using 2010 series MDWG Models On
Demand (MOD) process. The 2009 spring MDWG case will be used for the basic
starting topology and MOD process will be used to determine load and which MOD
project to include in the STEP model. The load and capacity forecast for the flow
cases have included the impact on load of the existing and planned demand
response resources.
• SPP shall use the 2011 Summer Peak and the 2011/12 Winter Peak for timing
projects. The 2012 Summer Peak, 2012/13 Winter Peak, 2016 Summer Peak,
2016/17 Winter Peak and 2021 Summer Peak cases with updates from nearby
regions and entities will be used in the contingency analysis.
o Include all the latest SERC model data, which includes the AECI and EES
systems, in the base model
o All projects in AECI’s Construction Plan shall be included in the models
o All projects in Entergy’s Construction Plan shall be included in the models
o Treatment of Transmission Owner-Initiated Projects
 SPP shall include Transmission Owner-Initiated Projects as determined
by the Transmission Owner. MOD Type – Reliability, MOD Status
STEP (w/NTC) or Planned
o Treatment of previous SPP Transmission Expansion Plan Projects
 All Regional Reliability Upgrades listed in Appendix B of the BOD
approved 2009 STEP shall be included in the model except for those
that have been requested to be removed and have been through
stakeholder review. MOD Type- Reliability, MOD Status STEP
(w/NTC) or TO Planned
 Balanced Portfolio projects will be included.
o Treatment of SPP Aggregate Study (Attachment Z) Projects
 All projects that have either an LOA/NTC shall be included in the model
except for those that have been requested to be removed and have
been through stakeholder review. MOD Type TSR, MOD Status w/NTC
(Approved)
o Including service from new generation without TSR filed service agreement
have a high probability of going into service and also getting an executed
transmission service agreement must meet all of the below requirements:
 A formal request sent to SPP requesting the generation capacity be
included into the STEP
 Have a signed IA not on suspension
 Acquired the funding for major equipment
 In the Aggregate Study and completed facility study waiting for results
without third party impacts (eliminates generators that may drop out as
a result of changes in study results)
 Acquired air and environmental permits where applicable
 Started construction with major equipment awarded
o Exception for SPS generation deficiency:

2/12/2010
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o

o

o
o

o
o

Add the Antelope 170 MW unit and one other 190 MW gas turbine unit
in the SPS area to the STEP models
Treatment of generation deficiencies
 In later years of the STEP analysis when there is a shortfall between
interchange, generation, and load, the following process will be used:
1. Exhaust the dispatchable generation of the network customer
2. Exhaust the Independent Power Producers (IPP) dispatchable
generation in the same model area
3. After the above generation was exhausted, the remaining
unused, dispatchable generation within SPP footprint would be
dispatched on a pro rata basis.”
Treatment transmission interconnection facilities of new generation. Include
the interconnection facilities with executed agreements not on suspension.
MOD Type LGIP, MOD status W/GIP.
Include all MOD projects that have been energized. MOD Type Network, MOD
type Energized.
Include all MOD project that change network topology status. Constructed
facilities that are out-of-service or normally open. MOD Type Outage, MOD
Status Outage
Include all MOD projects that update network data. MOD Type, MOD Status
Update.
Scenario cases
 SPP will develop two scenario cases for each season for the steady
state evaluation
• The “Scenario Zero” case has the same dispatch as the MDWG
cases with the exception that generation that does not have a
signed interconnection agreement and generation that does not
have transmission service is also removed. The exception to
this is in later years when generation load and interchange does
not match the shortfall is made up of units that are in-service.
• The “All transactions” (scenario 5) case is the same as the zero
scenario case with the dispatch changed to include all
transmission service sold with ERCOTN North to South,
ERCOTE East to West, SPS importing and SPS exporting to the
Lamar HVDC tie

Methodology for Reliability Assessment
Steady State Analysis
• Monitoring of Facilities
o SPP staff shall monitor all facilities in the SPP footprint 69 kV and above for
the near-term cases (2012 Summer Peak, 2012/13 Winter Peak, 2016
Summer Peak and 2016/17 Winter Peak). For the long-term cases in 2021,
SPP monitoring will be increased to 100 kV and above.

2/12/2010
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•

o With the exception of Entergy (EES) and Associated Electric (AECI), SPP staff
shall monitor all facilities in first tier control areas 230 kV and above. Within
EES and AECI, facilities shall be monitored at 100 kV and above.
Normal conditions and Contingency analysis shall be performed on the 2011
Summer Peak, 2011/12 Winter Peak, 2016 Summer Peak, 2016/17 Winter Peak and
2021 Summer Peak cases (including the “Scenario Zero” and Scenario 5 transaction
cases).
o Normal conditions
o All N-1 single-element contingencies 69 kV and above in SPP will be
evaluated. These contingencies do not include manual transfer of load or
manual switching.
o All N-1 single-element contingencies 100 kV and above in EES, AECI, and all
other first-tier companies will be evaluated.
o SPP will verify that all normal conditions and N-1 violations identified have
corrective plans

Use of Transmission Operating Directives (TOD)
• The Steady State analysis will identify all violations without the use of TODs.
• TODs may be used as alternatives to planned projects. Load flow analysis will be
performed to determine the effectiveness of the TOD in alleviating the violation(s).

Demand Response
The load and capacity forecast for the flow cases have included the impact on load of
the existing and planned demand response resources.

Study Timeline
Finalize Scope -------------------------------------------------------------– February 2010
Build Models ---------------------------------------------------------------– Feb – March 2010
Contingency Analysis ----------------------------------------------------– April 2010
Results back from TO and Stakeholders ----------------------------- May 15, 2010
Present Findings and Proposed Improvements-------------------– May 27, 2010
Refine regional solutions and collaborate reliability needs
with ITP findings ------------------------------------------------------– June – July 2010
Fall Joint ITP Summit to share solutions ---------------------------– August 12, 2010
Draft STEP Report Sections ------------------------------------------– October 1, 2010
TWG Approve STEP Report Sections-------------------------------- November 3, 2010

2/12/2010
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SPP 2010 TWG S
Sub-Region
bR i
and Local Meetings
TWG Meeting
February 3, 2010
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Sub-Regions
Sub
Regions for meeting purposes
• Changes
¾Nebraska addition in 2009, others?
¾Stakeholder survey comments, etc.
¾TWG meeting locations outside footprint

• PROPOSALS to be considered by
y TWG
¾A
¾B

3 region proposal
4 region
g
p
proposal
p
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EXISTING in 2009
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SPP staff recommended proposal A
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Full Name

Area

SUB-REGION 1
Midwest Energy Inc.

MIDW

Southwestern Public Service Company

SWPS

Sunflower Electric Power Corp.

SUNC

SUB-REGION 2
Board of Public Utilities, Kansas City, Kansas

KACY

City Power & Light, Independence, Missouri

INDN

City Utilities
Utilities, Springfield
Springfield, Missouri

SPRM

Empire District Electric Company

EMDE

Kansas City Power & Light Company

KACP

Kansas Gas & Electric Company

KAGE (WESTAR)

Kansas Power & Light Company

KAPL (WESTAR)

Lincoln Electric System

LES

Missouri Public Service Company

MIPU

Nebraska Public Power District

NPPD

Omaha Public Power District

OPPD

SUB-REGION 3
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation

AECC

Central Louisiana Electric Company

CELE

City of Lafayette, Louisiana

LAFA

G d Ri
Grand
River Dam
D
Authority
A th it

GRRD

Louisiana Energy & Power Authority

LEPA

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company

OKGE

Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority

OMPA

Public Service Company of Oklahoma

PSOK (AEPW)

Southwestern Electric Power Company

SOEP (AEPW)

Southwestern Power Administration

SWPA

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

WEFA
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3 Region Proposal Advantages
 Attempt to limit travel by having companies
located within only 1 Sub-Region
 3 meeting
g schedule leaves adjustment
j
for
future expansion arrangements
p
on multi-local areas
 Enables emphasis
problems for 1 meeting if needed
 SPP availability to attend TO sponsored
local area meeting
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Meeting Locations:
SUB-REGION 1

SUB-REGION 2

SUB-REGION 3

Albuquerque, NM

Columbus, NE

Dallas, TX

1

3

Amarillo, TX

2

Grand Island, NE

Little Rock, AR

Denver, CO

1

Joplin, MO

Shreveport, LA

Dodge City, KS

Kansas City

Garden City, KS

Lincoln, NE

Santa Fe,, NM

Omaha,, NE

St. Louis, MO

2

Springdale, AR

Springfield, MO

1

Tulsa,, OK

1

Oklahoma City, OK

1

Topeka KS
Topeka,

Wichita, KS
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What’s
What
s Next?
• TWG comments
• 2010 Meeting locations discussion
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Sub-Regional / TWG Meeting
L
Locations
i
M ti
Meeting

2010

NEW / OLD #

2009

OLD #

2008

OLD #

February

3/4

Little Rock

4

Little Rock

4

Little Rock

May

1/1

Amarillo, TX

3

Tulsa, OK

3

Oklahoma City

August

2/2

Kansas City

2

Omaha, NE

1

Amarillo, TX

3/3&4

Dallas, TX ???

1

Denver, CO

2

Kansas City

2/2

Lincoln, NE ???

November

TBD
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Questions?
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Notification to Construct
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1. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) staff was directed during the February 7-8, 2007 meeting of the
SPP Transmission Working Group (TWG) to develop a strawman proposal and white paper
explaining how Letters of Authorization (LOA) will be used in association with Network
Upgrades.
LOAs have been used by SPP staff to inform transmission project owners of their responsibility
for construction of identified Network Upgrades necessary to maintain system integrity. In
response to the SPP Board of Directors’ approval of the 2006 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan
(STEP) 2006-2016 in January 2007, SPP staff issued LOAs for all reliability upgrades set forth
in Appendix B to the 2006 STEP. LOAs also have been issued for Service Agreements.
This white paper represents the collaborative efforts of various SPP stakeholder groups. The
Transmission Ownership and Construction Task Force (TOCTF) issued a report recommending
approval protocols for new Network Upgrades. In that report, the TOCTF emphasizes that the
SPP Board of Directors will “direct the start of construction” of approved Network Upgrades.
Therefore, the term “Letter of Authorization” has been changed to “Notification to Construct” to
more accurately reflect the SPP Board of Directors’ action to approve new Network Upgrades in
SPP.

2. DEFINITIONS
Need Date: Date when a Network Upgrade needs to be in-service as identified in the applicable
RTO planning study process as specified in Section 5.

Deleted: based o
Deleted: identified

Notification to Construct (NTC): A formal SPP document specifying approval of and
notification to build specific Network Upgrades with specified Need Dates for commercial
operation.
Network Upgrade: As defined in the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT).
Project: One or more Network Upgrades that together are assigned to a Transmission Owner(s)
or other entity(ies) by SPP as identified in an NTC

Deleted: , to serve a need identified in the STEP or
a TSR.¶

Designated Transmission Owner: The Transmission Owner(s) or other entity(ies) designated
by SPP to build and own a Project as directed by an NTC.

3. PURPOSE
An NTC shall be the official SPP document directing the Designated Transmission Owner(s) to
construct Network Upgrades to meet STEP and SPP OATT Need Dates. As appropriate, the
NTC will document the approval of Network Upgrades with respect to cost recovery as provided
under the SPP OATT. The lack of an NTC will not absolve the stakeholders of responsibility to

Deleted: Open Access Transmission Tariff (
Deleted: or Tariff)
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comply with the applicable North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Reliability
Standards, SPP Regional Reliability Standards, and SPP Criteria.
The Network Upgrade identification, review and approval process flow diagram is set forth in
Appendix A to this white paper. This process diagram depicts the continuous cycle of
identification, review and approval of Network Upgrades, Project Tracking and subsequent
NTCs issued by SPP.
The party(s) responsible for construction of the Project identified in the NTC shall use due
diligence to construct transmission facilities as directed by SPP in accordance with the SPP
OATT and the Membership Agreement, subject to such siting, permitting, and environmental
constraints as may be imposed by state, local and federal laws and regulations, and subject to the
receipt of any necessary federal or state regulatory approvals.

4. AUTHORIZATIONS
SPP’s authority to direct the construction of Network Upgrades and a Transmission Owner’s
obligation to construct Network Upgrades is set forth in Section 3.3 of the SPP Membership
Agreement and Section VIII of Attachment O of the SPP OATT.
A Designated Transmission Owner may arrange for another entity to build and/or own a Project
in its place, subject to the qualifications outlined in Section VIII.6 of Attachment O of the SPP
OATT. Such arrangements shall not relieve the Designated Transmission Owner of its
continuing obligation to construct Network Upgrades under the SPP Membership Agreement,
including a Network Upgrade subject to an NTC. It may require the development of a separate
agreement.

5. DOCUMENTATION OF NETWORK UPGRADES
An NTC may be issued for Network Upgrades originating from, but not limited to, the following
processes: (NOTE: These are descriptions of when a NTC may be issued and are not SPP
OATT definitions.)
•

Reliability Study Process
Regional reliability study Network Upgrades as directed for construction by the SPP
Board of Directors in accordance with Attachment O of the SPP OATT.

•

Balanced Portfolio
Network Upgrades identified in an approved Balanced Portfolio which was developed in
accordance with Attachment O of the SPP OATT.

•

Sponsored Upgrades
Network Upgrades which have received the endorsement of the SPP Board of Directors
and the financial commitment of a Project Sponsor(s).

4
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•

SPP Tariff Studies – Transmission Service studies
Network Upgrades identified in Service Agreements entered into pursuant to the SPP
OATT to accommodate new Transmission Service.

•

Generation Interconnection Upgrades
Network Upgrades required by a generation interconnection agreement to be constructed
by a Transmission Owner(s) other than the Transmission Owner that is a party to the
generation interconnection agreement

•

Out of Cycle Reviews
Local planning or sub-regional studies may reveal additional economic or reliability
Projects beneficial or necessary to the transmission network. These proposed Projects
may be submitted to the RTO for consideration for an out of cycle review by the SPP
Board of Directors. Out-of-cycle Projects receiving approval from the SPP Board of
Directors for inclusion in the STEP may receive an NTC depending on the nature, timing
and urgency of the Project.

SPP recognizes that other factors beyond SPP governing documents may result in system
Network Upgrades which are reasonable and appropriate. These Network Upgrades may not
require an NTC. The NTC process shall not relieve a Transmission Owner of its obligation to
construct, own or operate its transmission system as required in any other law or regulation or as
required by the SPP OATT and Membership Agreement.

6. FORMAT
To ensure proper documentation of approved Network Upgrades, an NTC shall include, at a
minimum, the following information:
•

•

•

NTC Information
o The NTC is assigned a unique NTC Identification Number.
 NTC ID# convention, SPP-NTC-#
 Example: SPP-NTC-1
Project Information
o Projects are assigned a unique Project Identification Number (PID).
 Project ID# convention, SPP-PID-#
 Example: SPP-PID-1
o Projects consist of one or more Network Upgrades.
o The Project name will generally describe the Network Upgrades associated with
the Project.
o Project Information will include an Estimated Cost and a Project Schedule, which
will include at minimum the Need Date.
Network Upgrade Information
o Network Upgrades are assigned a unique Upgrade Identification Number (UID).

5
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•

•

 Network Upgrade ID# convention, SPP-UID-#
 Example: SPP-UID-1
o The Network Upgrade Description will provide a brief scope of the Network
Upgrade.
o Documentation of Network Upgrade Owner
 SPP Member/facility owner(s) and Contact Information
 Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) Representative
 TWG Representative, if applicable
o Categorization
 Economic as a part of a Balanced Portfolio
 Regional Reliability
 Sponsored Upgrade
 Service Upgrade
 Zonal Reliability Upgrade
 Other
o Upgrade Specifications
 Upgrade Type: Reconductor, New Construction, etc.
 Voltage levels
 Estimated Line Length and minimum required summer and winter rating
 Transformer, minimum required summer and winter rating
 Associated terminal equipment, minimum required summer and winter
rating
 Any other static equipment
o Network Upgrade Justification
 NERC Reliability Compliance
 Regional Study reliability
 Zonal criteria
 Transmission service request – List Aggregate study number with
reference to posted facility log
 Economic
 Other
o Need Date
o Network Upgrade cost estimate in present day dollars, date of cost estimate, and
origination of cost estimate.
o Cost recovery for Network Upgrade
 Base Plan Allocated
 Direct Assignment
 Project Sponsor
 Zonal
 Regional
 Other
Documentation of Approvals
o SPP Board of Directors approval date or reference to approved motion
o Service Agreement number
o Commitment details of Sponsored Upgrades.
Documentation of Project History

6
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o The NTC will list any previously issued NTC ID numbers associated with the
approved Network Upgrade or Network Upgrade change.
o The NTC will include any related past NTC identification numbers to ensure
proper documentation of the approval.
o When the situation warrants issuing a new NTC, the new NTC will include past
NTC numbers and information documenting the Network Upgrade change and
party requesting the formally approved Network Upgrade change, rationale for
the change and approvals for the scope adjustments.
o Modifications of the approval are outlined in Section 8.
A sample NTC for new Network Upgrades is provided in Appendix B

7. POSTING PROTOCOLS
All NTCs will be posted on the SPP public web site according to SPP’s data retention policy.
SPP staff will provide a summary of the status of all uncompleted Projects with an NTC in its
quarterly report to the TWG, MOPC, Regional State Committee (RSC) and SPP Board of
Directors.
An annual summary of all NTC activity from the past 12 months will be provided in the STEP
annual expansion plan report to the SPP Board of Directors.

8. NTC MODIFICATION
It is recognized that from time to time modifications may be necessary to NTCs. The following
sections outline the process to be used and the conditions under which an NTC may be modified.

8.1 PROCESS
In the event that changes occur that could cause an NTC for a Project to be modified, SPP may
re-study the need for the Project. Changes that could cause an NTC for a Project to be modified
include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change in scope
Change in cost estimates
Change in the In-Service Date or Need Date
Changes in load
Changes in generation
Annulment of Transmission Service Requests (“TSR”)
Change in local planning criteria
Modeling error
Change in Designated Transmission Owner
7
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But must not:
•
•

Cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other service under the SPP OATT.
Render firm transmission service under the OATT undeliverable.

A stakeholder wishing to have an NTC Project restudied must provide SPP with the necessary
model changes needed to study the modification of the Project in the appropriate models. If SPP
determines that a change has occurred that could cause an NTC for a Project to be modified, SPP
will perform the necessary analysis to determine if the Project modification meets the Network
Upgrade Justification of the original Project as described in Section 6. For a Project to be
deemed reasonable, it must meet or exceed the Network Upgrade Justification of the original
Project.
If SPP determines that an NTC Project modification is reasonable, it will inform the TWG,
MOPC, and SPP Board of Directors of this fact at their next regularly scheduled quarterly
meeting and request Board of Directors approval as necessary to issue an NTC modification.
After the Board of Directors approves of the NTC modification, SPP will issue a modified NTC
as needed. If the NTC was due to a Service Agreement, then the NTC would be revised to
reflect modification of the Agreement.

8.2 SCOPE
A modification to an NTC shall be required if a change to the scope of the Project requires a
modification in the designated Project. A change to the scope shall mean those new objectives
that have a material impact on the required operating characteristics of the Transmission System
pursuant to all applicable requirements of the SPP Tariff, SPP Criteria, NERC Reliability
Standards, and the Transmission Provider's and Transmission Owner's(s) Transmission Planning
Reliability Criteria in effect to maintain the reliable operation of the Transmission System in
accordance with Good Utility Practice. Such changes may include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topology
o Routing changes
o Interconnection point changes
Operating Characteristics
Changes in load
Changes in generation
Changes in local planning criteria
Modeling errors
Unavoidable need for modifications in distribution

And must:

8
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•
•
•

Provide comparable or improved level of electrical performance.
Not cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other service sold under the SPP
OATT.
Not render sold firm transmission service undeliverable.

In the event that the scope of an NTC needs to be modified, a new NTC shall be issued to clarify
the change and to reflect any modifications to Project scope. SPP staff will complete the
appropriate review for a modification.
If a stakeholder wishes to propose a change in the scope of an NTC documented Network
Upgrade or wishes to propose an alternative transmission solution to an already approved
Network Upgrade, the requestor shall coordinate the proposed change with SPP staff.

8.3 COST ESTIMATES
As part of the quarterly project tracking effort as specified in Attachment O of the SPP OATT,
Staff will review the cost estimates provided by the designated Transmission Owner(s) and
compile a list of Projects with a cost estimate increase of more than 20% from the previous
quarter.
Staff will determine the cause of the cost increase for each NTC Project in this list and make a
recommendation as to whether the change in cost estimate is sufficient to justify the Project
being replaced with an alternate Project.
SPP or TWG may request further analysis of a Project.
After SPP holds a 15 day stakeholder review period, a SPP proposed modification to an NTC
will go to the SPP Board of Directors for approval.

8.4 TIMING
It is recognized that a change in an NTC may be necessary due to required changes to the Project
schedule.
Through the processes identified in Section 5, SPP could change the Need Date, which would
result in an NTC modification.
The following items are not expected to cause a change in an NTC due to the fact that time
delays associated with these causes are handled through a mitigation plan or a re-dispatch option,
as appropriate:
• Not enough time to complete Project based on SPP’s Need Date
• Unforeseen delays, such as:
o Regulatory
o Siting

9
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o Construction
o Equipment delivery

8.5 CHANGE IN DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER
A modified NTC shall be required if there is a change in the Designated Transmission Owner of
a Project. Once the change in Designated Transmission Owner is approved, SPP shall issue a
modified NTC reflecting the change in Designated Transmission Owner. SPP shall inform the
TWG of an approved change in Designated Transmission Owner at its next regularly scheduled
meeting.

9. NTC WITHDRAWAL
In the event that changes occur which could render an NTC for an approved Project unnecessary,
SPP may re-study the need for the Project. Changes that could render an NTC for an approved
Project unnecessary include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in load
Changes in generation
Annulment of TSR’s
Change in local planning criteria
Modeling error

But must not:
•
•

Cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or other service under the SPP OATT.
Render firm transmission service undeliverable.

A stakeholder wishing to have an NTC Project re-studied for withdrawal must provide SPP with
the necessary information needed to study the removal of the Project from the appropriate
models. If SPP determines that changes have occurred that could render an NTC for an
approved Project unnecessary, SPP will perform any necessary analysis and will, in consultation
with stakeholders, determine if the Project is still required. Consideration of NTC withdrawal
will take into account the stage of development of the Project and discussion with the Designated
Transmission Owner.
If SPP confirms that an NTC Project is unnecessary, it will inform the TWG, MOPC, and SPP
Board of Directors of this fact at their next regularly scheduled meeting and request approval by
the Board of Directors, as necessary, to issue an NTC withdrawal.
After the Board of Directors approves of the NTC withdrawal, SPP will withdraw the NTC
Project. If the NTC was due to a Service Agreement, then the NTC withdrawal shall not need
TWG, MOPC, or SPP Board of Directors approval but shall be addressed by SPP Staff.

10
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10. POST NTC ISSUANCE COMMITMENT AND PROPOSALS
After an NTC has been issued, the Designated Transmission Owner shall have 90 days to
respond to the NTC committing to a Project as specified in the NTC or proposing a different
Project schedule or Project specifications. If the Designated Transmission Owner proposes
alternate specifications, SPP shall respond within ten days accepting or rejecting such proposals.
In addition to providing a commitment to construct, the Designated Transmission Owner will
also be asked to provide a mitigation plan if necessary, project status updates, and notification of
commercial operation.
At any time the Designated Transmission Owner may select another entity to build and own a
Project by submitting a designation agreement and acquiring the correct approvals.

Deleted: D
Deleted: A

11. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Dispute resolution shall be handled in accordance with the provisions of Section 12 of SPP
OATT.

12. APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: Network Upgrade Identification, Review and
Approval Process Flow Diagram
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APPENDIX B: Sample NTC
SPP
Notification To Construct
415 N. McKinley, 140 Plaza West
Little Rock, AR 72205-3020
501-614-3220 • Fax: (501) 666-0376
[SPP CONTACT]
[SPP CONTACT TITLE]

SPP-NTC-#

[DATE]
[DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER]
[ADDRESS]
RE: Notification to Construct [Approved Reliability Network Upgrades/Network Upgrades
Pursuant to Transmission Service Request]
Dear [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER],
Pursuant to Section 3.3 of the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) Membership Agreement and
Attachment O, Section VIII, of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”), SPP
provides this Notification to Construct (“NTC”) directing [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION
OWNER], as the Designated Transmission Owner, to construct the Network Upgrade[s].
On [DATE], the Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) [Board of Directors approved the Network
Upgrade(s) listed below to be constructed] OR [concluded that the Project is required on
the [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] system to fulfill Transmission Service
Requests as detailed in Aggregate Facility Study SPP-200#-AG#-AFS-##] OR [Insert the
appropriate reason to construct the Project if different than listed above].
Project ID: PID #
Project Name: Project Name
Need Date for Project: DATE
Estimated In-Service Date for Project: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED BY NETWORK
UPGRADE OWNER DURING AGGREGATE STUDY
Estimated Cost for Project: $###,###
Network Upgrade ID: UID #
Network Upgrade Description: Network Upgrade Description
Network Upgrade Owner: Owner Information
MOPC Representative: Representative Information
TWG Representative: Representative Information

13
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Categorization: Regional Reliability / Zonal Reliability / Economic / Service
Network Upgrade Specifications: Network Upgrade Specifications
Network Upgrade Justification: Network Upgrade Justifications
Need Date for Network Upgrade: Network Upgrade Need Date
Estimated In-Service Date for Network Upgrade: IN-SERVICE DATE PROVIDED
BY NETWORK UPGRADE OWNER DURING AGGREGATE STUDY
Estimated Cost for Network Upgrade (currrent day dollars): $###,###
Cost Allocation of the Network Upgrade: Base Plan Funded / Direct Assigned to
Customer / Sponsored Network Upgrade / Other
Estimated Cost Source: Network Upgrade Owner / Network Upgrade Sponsor/ SPP
Date of Cost Estimate: MM/DD/YYYY
[In the event the NTC is a modification or withdrawal of an existing NTC, the following
will be listed in addition to or instead of the above: Previous NTC number, Previous NTC
Issue Date, and Reason for Change.]
Commitment to Construct
Please provide to SPP a written commitment to construct the Network Upgrade(s) within 90 days
of the date of this Notification to Construct, pursuant to Attachment O, Section VIII.6 of the SPP
OATT, in addition to providing a construction schedule for the Network Upgrade(s). Failure to
provide a written commitment to construct as required by Attachment O could result in the
Network Upgrade(s) being assigned to another entity.

Deleted: sufficient

Mitigation Plan
The Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date represents the timing required for the Network
Upgrade(s) to address the identified need. Your prompt attention is required for formulation and
approval of any necessary mitigation plans for the Network Upgrade(s) if the Need Date OR
Estimated In-Service Date is not feasible. Additionally, if it is anticipated that the completion of
any Network Upgrade will be delayed past the Need Date OR Estimated In-Service Date, SPP
requires a mitigation plan be filed within 60 days of the determination of expected delays.
Notification of Commercial Operation
Please submit a notification of commercial operation for each listed Network Upgrade to SPP as
soon as the Network Upgrade is complete and in-service. Please provide SPP with the actual
costs of these Network Upgrades as soon as possible after completion of construction. This will
facilitate the timely billing by SPP based on actual costs.
Notification of Progress
On an ongoing basis, please keep SPP advised of any inability on [DESIGNATED
TRANSMISSION OWNER]’s part to complete the approved Network Upgrade(s). For project
tracking purposes, SPP requires [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] to submit
updates on the status of the Network Upgrade(s) on a quarterly basis in conjunction with the SPP
Board of Directors meetings. However, consistent with Sections 20.1 and 32.10 of the SPP
OATT, [DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER] shall also advise SPP of any inability to
comply with the Project Schedule as soon as the inability becomes apparent.
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All terms and conditions of the SPP OATT and the SPP Membership Agreement shall apply to
this Project, and nothing in this NTC shall vary such terms and conditions.
Don't hesitate to contact me if you have questions or comments regarding these instructions.
Thank you for the important role that you play in maintaining the reliability of our electric grid.
Sincerely,

[SPP CONTACT SIGNATURE]
[SPP CONTACT TITLE]
cc:

SPP COO, SPP Sr. VP Engineering & Regulatory Policy, SPP Director Transmission
Policy, SPP Vice President of Engineering, SPP Director of Transmission Development,
[MOPC REPRESENTATIVE(S)], SPPprojecttracking@spp.org, [TWG
REPRESENTATIVE(S)].
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Entergy CBA Study & EIPC Update
TWG Meeting
February 3-4, 2009
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Entergy CBA Timeline
•

FERC posted new RFP on www.fbo.gov on 1/20

•

Responses to questions about RFP to be posted
1/28

•

RFPs to FERC due 2/3

•

C
Consultant
selection in February

•

Finalize Entergy CBA Statement of Work

•

Contract execution targeted March 1

SPP.org

3
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Entergy CBA Timeline (cont.)
•

Kick Off Meeting with Contractor March 2

•

Stakeholder Meeting to Review SOW and
Assumptions
p
March 10

SPP.org
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FERC Sensitivities
•

RFPs should include 6 sensitivities
¾

High Fuel Costs

¾

Low Fuel Costs

¾

High Load Growth

¾

Low Load Growth

¾

20% SPP RES sourced by plains wind

¾

Copper sheet to frame potential benefits of removing
all transmission constraints

SPP.org
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Study Assumptions and Models
•

SPP and
d Entergy
E
Staff
S ff have
h
been
b
working
ki on
2013 and 2022 model development and
documentation for months

•

Goal is to post model and draft documentation
of criteria, assumptions and results the end of
this month for internal review

•

Awaiting strawman proposal on stakeholder
recommendations on how to best obtain input
and review of model and study assumptions
¾

Jennifer Vosburg of NRG is taking lead on this topic
SPP.org
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Supplemental Studies
•

SPP staff
ff will
ill ask
k stakeholders
k h ld
for
f interests
i
in
i
additional sensitivities and scenarios in early
February

•

Proposals need to be coordinated to the extent
possible that multiple entities are interested in
similar analyses and results

•

Supplemental studies must be funded by
interested party(ies)

•

Details to be resolved with selected consultant
SPP.org
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EIPC Update
•

DOE awarded
d d $16M to EIPC
¾

•

Finalizing contract and adjusting proposal to fit award

Progress continues…
¾

Charles Yeung
g designated
g
SPP alternate for Technical
Committee

¾

Structure and process to populate Stakeholder
Steering Committee under development

¾

Roll Up Working Group being populated

¾

Conference calls and meetings in process
SPP.org
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SPP.org
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Jay Caspary
Director, Transmission Development
501.614.3220
jcaspary@spp.org
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TPL Gap Analysis

Standard
Number

Req. #

TPL-001-1 R1.

Violation
Time
Text of Requirement
Risk
Gap Yes/No
Horizon
Factor
Each Transmission Planner and Planning
No
Coordinator shall maintain System models
within its respective area for performing the
studies needed to complete its Planning
Assessment. The models shall use the latest data
consistent with that provided in accordance with Medium Long-Term
Planning
the MOD-010 and MOD-012 standards,
supplemented by other sources as needed,
including items represented in the Corrective
Action Plan, and shall represent projected System
conditions.

TPL-001-1 R1.1. System models shall represent:
TPL-001-1 R1.1.1. Existing Facilities
TPL-001-1 R1.1.2. Known outage(s) of generation or Transmission
Facility(ies) with a duration of at least six months.

No
No
Yes

TPL-001-1 R1.1.3. New planned Facilities and changes to existing
Facilities.
TPL-001-1 R1.1.4. Real and reactive load forecasts.
TPL-001-1 R1.1.5. Known commitments for Firm Transmission Service
and Interchange.
TPL-001-1 R1.1.6. Resources (supply or demand side) required for
Load.
TPL-001-1 R2.
Each Transmission Planner and Planning
Coordinator shall prepare an annual Planning
Assessment of its portion of the BES. This
Planning Assessment shall use current or past
studies, document assumptions, summarize
documented results, and cover steady state
analyses, short circuit analyses, and Stability
analyses.

No

TPL-001-1 R2.1.

The Near-Term Transmission Planning Horizon
portion of the steady state analysis shall be assessed
annually and be supported by the following annual
current studies, supplemented with qualified past
studies as indicated in Requirement R2, part 2.6:

TPL-001-1 R2.1.1. System peak Load for either Year One or year two,
and for year five.
TPL-001-1 R2.1.2. System Off-Peak Load for one of the five years.

TPL-001-1 R2.1.3. P1 events in Table 1 with known outages modeled,
as in Requirement R1, part1.1.2 under those System
peak or Off-Peak conditions when known outages
are scheduled.
TPL-001-1 R2.1.4. For each of the studies described in Requirement
R2, parts 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, sensitivity case(s) shall be
utilized to demonstrate the impact of changes to the
basic assumptions used in the model. To accomplish
this, the sensitivity analysis in the Planning
Assessment must vary one or more of the following
conditions not already included in the studies by a
sufficient amount to stress the System within a range
of credible conditions that demonstrate a
measureable change in performance:
• Real and reactive forecasted Load.
• Expected transfers.
• Expected in service dates of new or modified
Transmission Facilities.
• Reactive resource capability.
• Generation additions, retirements, or other
dispatch scenarios.
• Controllable Loads and Demand Side
Management.
• Duration or timing of planned Transmission
outages.

Possible
Evidence

Gap Description

Mitigation Planner

MDWG
Steady State, This data will be
Short Circuit, & added to the MDWG
Stability
request for the 2011
Analysis
Series models.

No
No
No
Yes

High

Short Circuit
Analysis

We do not have short Doug Bowman
circuit models. Do not
currently perform
short circuit studies.

Steady State
Analysis
Steady State
Analysis

We do not have year Doug Bowman
five model.
We do not currently Jason Speer
use an off-peak load
model.
We do not currently Jason Speer
use an off-peak load
model.

Long-Term
Planning

Yes
Yes

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

Steady State, R2.1.1 and R2.1.2
Sensitivity
are not met.
Analysis

Jason Speer

TPL-001-1 R2.1.5. When an entity's spare equipment strategy could
result in the unavailability of major Transmission
equipment that has a lead time of one year or more
(such as a transformer), the impact of this possible
unavailability on System performance shall be
assessed. The Planning Assessment shall reflect the
P0, P1, P2 categories identified in Table 1 during
the conditions that the System is expected to
experience due to the possible unavailability of the
long lead time equipment.

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

Spare equipment
strategy is not
factored in our
current TPL
assessment.

Jason Speer

TPL-001-1 R2.2.

No

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Development of study Doug Bowman
scope to be
completed for 2011
Model Series.

The Near-Term Transmission Planning Horizon
portion of the Stability analysis shall be assessed
annually and be supported by current or past studies
as qualified in Requirement R2, part 2.6. The
following studies are required:
TPL-001-1 R2.4.1. System peak Load for one of the five years. System
peak Load levels shall include a Load model which
represents the dynamic behavior of Loads that could
impact the study area, considering the behavior of
induction motor Loads. An aggregate System Load
model which represents the overall dynamic
behavior of the Load is acceptable.

Yes

Stability Study
Analysis

Scott Jordan

Yes

Stability Study Addition of a NearAnalysis
Term Peak Model
Assessment

Scott Jordan

TPL-001-1 R2.4.2. System Off-Peak Load for one of the five years.
TPL-001-1 R.2.4.3. For each of the studies described in Requirement
R2, parts 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, sensitivity case(s) shall be
utilized to demonstrate the impact of changes to the
basic assumptions used in the model. To accomplish
this, the sensitivity analysis in the conditions not
already included in the studies by a sufficient amount
to stress the System within a range of credible
conditions that demonstrate a measurable change in
performance:
•
Load level, Load forecast, or dynamic Load model
assumptions.
• Expected transfers
• Expected in service dates of new or modified
Transmission Facilities.
• Reactive resource capability.
• Generation additions, retirements, or other
dispatch scenarios.

No
Yes

TPL-001-1 R2.5.

The Long-Term Transmission Planning Horizon
portion of the Stability analysis shall be assessed to
address the impact of proposed generation additions
or changes in that timeframe and be supported by
current or past studies as qualified in Requirement
R2, part 2.6.

TPL-001-1 R2.6.

Past studies may be used to support the Planning
Assessment if they meet the following requirements:

TPL-001-1 R2.2.1. A current study assessing expected System peak
Load conditions for one of the years in the LongTerm Transmission Planning Horizon and the
rationale for why that year was selected.
TPL-001-1 R2.3. The short circuit analysis portion of the Planning
Assessment shall be conducted annually addressing
the Near-Term Transmission Planning Horizon and
can be supported by current or past studies as
qualified in Requirement R2, part 2.6. The analysis
shall be used to determine whether circuit breakers
have interrupting capability for Faults that they will
be expected to interrupt using the System short
circuit model with any planned generation and
Transmission Facilities in service which could
impact the study area.
TPL-001-1 R2.4.

TPL Gap Analysis

Developing short circuit
processes and models
for 2011 Model Series

No

Yes

The Long-Term Transmission Planning Horizon
portion of the steady state analysis shall be assessed
annually and be supported by the following annual
current study, supplemented with qualified past
studies as indicated in Requirement R2, part 2.6:

Remarks

Need to develop on
sensitivity Scenario
models

No

Stability
Analysis

Addition of a NearTerm Peak Model
Assessment

Scott Jordan

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Addition of a LongTerm Study Model
Assessment

Scott Jordan

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

We do not currently Doug Bowman
have past studies for
short circuit.

Need to develop on
sensitivity Scenario
models

Investigate the use
past studies performed
by individual members
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TPL Gap Analysis

Standard
Number

Req. #

Text of Requirement

Violation
Risk
Factor

Time
Horizon

Gap Yes/No

Possible
Evidence

Gap Description

Mitigation Planner

TPL-001-1 R2.6.1. For steady state, short circuit, or Stability analysis:
the study shall be five calendar years old or less,
unless a technical rationale can be provided to
demonstrate that the results of an older study are still
valid.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

TPL-001-1 R2.6.2. For steady state, short circuit, or Stability analysis:
the System represented in the study shall not include
any material changes unless a technical rationale can
be provided to demonstrate that System changes do
not impact the performance results in the study area.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

TPL-001-1 R.2.7.

For planning events shown in Table 1, when the
analysis indicates an inability of the System to meet
the performance requirements in Table 1, the
Planning Assessment shall include Corrective
Action plan(s) addressing how the performance
requirements will be met. Revisions to the
Corrective action Plan(s) are allowed in subsequent
Planning Assessments but the planned System shall
continue to meet the performance requirements in
Table 1. Corrective Action Plan(s) do not need to be
developed solely to meet the performance
requirements for a single sensitivity case analyzed in
accordance with Requirements R2, parts 2.1.4 and
2.4.3. The Corrective Action Plan(s) shall:

Yes

Stability & Short Addition of a Near
Circuit Analysis Term and a LongTerm Study Model
Assessment for
Stability an Short
Circuit Analysis

TPL-001-1 R2.7.1. List System deficiencies and the associated actions
needed to achieve required System performance.
Such actions may include:
• Installation,
modification, retirement, or removal of
Transmission and generation Facilities and any
associated equipment.
• Installation, modification, or removal of Protection
Systems or Special Protection Systems.
• Installation or modification of automatic generation
tripping as a response to a single or multiple
Contingency to mitigate Stability performance
violations.
• Installation or modification of manual and
automatic generation runback/tripping as a response
to a single or multiple Contingency to mitigate
steady state performance violations.
• Use of Operating Procedures specifying how long
they will be needed as part of the Corrective Action
Plan.
• Use of rate applications, DSM, new technologies,
or other initiatives.

Yes

Steady State, The corrective action Jason Speer, Doug
Short Circuit, & plans may contain
Bowman, & Scott
Stability
one of the following. Jordan
Analysis

TPL-001-1 R2.7.2. Include actions to resolve performance deficiencies
identified in multiple sensitivity studies or provide a
rationale for why actions were not necessary.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

TPL-001-1 R2.7.3. If situations arise that are beyond the control of the
Transmission Planner or Planning Coordinator that
prevent the implementation of a Corrective Action
Plan in the required timeframe, then the
Transmission Planner or Planning Coordinator is
permitted to utilize Non-Consequential Load Loss
and curtailment of Firm Transmission Service to
correct the situation that would normally not be
permitted in Table 1, provided that the Transmission
Planner or Planning Coordinator documents that they
are taking actions to resolve the situation. The
Transmission Planner or Planning Coordinator shall
document the situation causing the problem,
alternatives evaluated, alternatives evaluated, the
use of non-Consequential Load Loss or curtailment
of Firm Transmission Service.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

TPL-001-1 R2.7.4. Be reviewed in subsequent annual planning
Assessments for continued validity and
implementation status of identified System Facilities
and Operating Procedures.
TPL-001-1 R2.8. For short circuit analysis, if the short circuit current
interrupting duty on circuit breakers determined in
Requirement R2, part 2.3 exceeds their Equipment
Rating, the Planning Assessment shall include a
Corrective Action Plan to address the Equipment
Rating violations. The Corrective Action Plan shall:

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed

Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed
Short Circuit analysis Doug Bowman
has never been
performed
Year five model and Jason Speer
near-term off-peak.

TPL-001-1 R2.8.1. List System deficiencies and the associated actions
needed to achieve required System performance.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

TPL-001-1 R2.8.2. Be reviewed in subsequent annual Planning
Assessments for continued validity and
implementation status.
TPL-001-1 R3.
For the steady state portion of the Planning
Assessment, each Transmission Planner and
Planning Coordinator shall perform studies for
the Near-Term and Long-Term Transmission
Planning Horizons in Requirements R2, parts
2.1, and 2.2. The studies shall be based on
computer simulation models using data provided
in Requirement R1.

Yes

Short Circuit
Analysis

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

High

Remarks

Scott Jordan & Doug
Bowman

Long-Term
Planning

TPL-001-1 R3.1.

Studies shall be performed for planning events to
determine whether the BES meets the performance
requirements in Table 1 based on the Contingency
list created in Requirement R3, part 3.4.

No

TPL-001-1 R3.2.

Studies shall be performed to assess the impact of
the extreme events which are identified by the list
created in Requirement R3, part 3.5.

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

We do not run the
extreme events for
the Long Term
assessment.

Jason Speer

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

Special Protection
Scheme

Jason Speer

Coordinate with
SPCWG/ TWG

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

Generator tripping

Jason Speer

Implement this logic

TPL-001-1 R3.3.3. Trip Transmission elements when relay loadability
limits are exceeded.
TPL-001-1 R3.3.4. Simulate the expected automatic operation of
existing and planned devices designed to provide
steady state control of electrical system quantities
when such devices impact the study area. These
devices may include equipment such as phaseshifting transformers, load tap changing
transformers, and switched capacitors and inductors.

Yes

Steady State
Analysis
Steady State
Analysis

Relay loadability limits Jason Speer

TPL-001-1 R3.4.

No

Steady State
Analysis

Tie-lines with
Jason Speer
surrounding Planning
Coordinator and
Transmission Planner.

TPL-001-1 R3.3.

Contingency analyses for Requirement R3, Parts 3.1
& 3.2 shall:
TPL-001-1 R3.3.1. Simulate the removal of all elements that the
Protection System and other automatic controls are
expected to disconnect for each Contingency without
operator intervention.
TPL-001-1 R3.3.2. Trip generators where simulations show generator
bus voltages or high side of the Generation Step Up
(GSU) transformer voltages are less than known or
assumed minimum generator steady state or ride
through voltage limitations. Include in the
assessment any assumptions made.

Those planning events in Table 1, that are expected
to produce more severe System impacts on its
portion of the BES, shall be identified and a list of
those Contingencies to be evaluated for System
performance in Requirement R3, part 3.1 created.
The rationale for those Contingencies selected for
evaluation shall be available as supporting
information.

TPL-001-1 R3.4.1 The Planning Coordinator and Transmission Planner
shall coordinate with adjacent Planning
Coordinators and Transmission Planners to ensure
that Contingencies on adjacent Systems which may
impact their Systems are included in the Contingency
list.

TPL Gap Analysis

Yes

Yes

VAR control and
inductor control

Jason Speer

Coordinate with
SPCWG/ TWG
Check with OPM

Include NERC IDC
flowgate list in
contingency analysis
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TPL Gap Analysis

Standard
Number

Req. #

Text of Requirement

TPL-001-1 R3.5.

Those extreme events in Table 1 that are expected to
produce more severe System impacts shall be
identified and a list of those events to be evaluated
for System performance in Requirement R3, part 3.2
created. The rationale for those Contingencies
selected for evaluation shall be available as
supporting information. If the analysis concludes
there is Cascading caused by the occurrence of
extreme events, an evaluation of possible actions
designed to reduce the likelihood or mitigate the
consequences and adverse impacts of the event(s)
shall be conducted.

TPL-001-1 R4.

For the Stability portion of the Planning
Assessment, as described in Requirement R2,
parts 2.4 and 2.5, each Transmission Planner,
and Planning Coordinator shall perform the
Contingency analyses listed in Table 1. The
studies shall be based on computer simulation
models using data provided in Requirement R1.

Violation
Risk
Factor

Time
Horizon

Gap Yes/No

Possible
Evidence

Gap Description

Mitigation Planner

Remarks

Yes

Steady State
Analysis

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Add contingencies
and the assessment
of a near-term and
long term model.

Scott Jordan

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Add/Modify
contingencies list

Scott Jordan

TPL-001-1 R4.1.1 For planning event P1: No generating unit shall pull
out of synchronism. A generator being disconnected
from the System by fault clearing action or by a
Special Protection System is not considered pulling
out of synchronism.

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Expand current
contingency list

Scott Jordan

TPL-001-1 R4.1.2. For planning event P2 through P7: When a generator
pulls out of synchronism in the simulations, and the
resulting apparent impedance swings shall not result
in the tripping of any Transmission system elements
other than the generating unit and its directly
connected Facilities.

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Add contingencies to Scott Jordan
current list

TPL-001-1 R4.1.3 For planning events P1 through P7: Power
oscillations shall exhibit acceptable damping as
established by the Planning Coordinator and
Transmission Planner.
TPL-001-1 R4.2. Studies shall be performed to assess the impact of
the extreme events which are identified by the list
created in Requirement 4, part 4.5.
TPL-001-1 R4.3. Contingency analyses for Requirement R4, parts 4.1
and 4.2 shall:
TPL-001-1 R4.3.1. Simulate the removal of all elements that the
Protection System and other automatic controls are
expected to disconnect for each Contingency without
operator intervention while also considering the
impact of successful or unsuccessful high speed
reclosing.

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Add contingencies to Scott Jordan
current list

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Addition Special
Protection Schemes
to simulations

TPL-001-1 R4.3.2. Trip generators where simulations show generator
bus voltages or high side of the GSU transformer
voltages are less than known or assumed generator
low voltage ride through capability. Include in the
assessment any assumptions made.

Yes

Stability
Analysis

Add trip generator as Scott Jordan
necessary to
simulations

Explore new stability
tools

TPL-001-1 R4.3.3. Simulate the impact of transient swings on
Protection System operation for Transmission lines
and transformers.

Yes

Scott Jordan
Addition Special
Protection Schemes
to simulations and the
impact of transient
voltage swings to
simulation

Explore new stability
tools

TPL-001-1 R4.3.4 Simulate the expected automatic operation of
existing and planned devices designed to provide
dynamic control of electrical system quantities when
such devices impact the study area. These devices
may include equipment such as generation exciter
control and power system stabilizers, static var
compensators, power flow controllers, and DC
Transmission controllers.

No

SPP needs to
Scott Jordan
develop a formal
communications
process with
neighboring utilities
and RTOs to address
this requirement

Include NERC IDC
flowgate list in
contingency analysis

TPL-001-1 R4.1

TPL-001-1 R4.4.

Long-Term
Planning

Studies shall be performed for planning events to
determine whether the BES meets the performance
requirements in Table 1 based on the Contingency
list created I Requirement R4, part 4.4.

Those planning events in Table 1, that are expected
to produce more severe System impacts on its
portion of the BES, shall be identified, and a list of
those Contingencies to be evaluated for System
performance in Requirement R4, part 4.1 created.
The rationale for those Contingencies selected for
evaluation shall be available as supporting
information.

Possible use of POM Jason Speer
for studying
cascading outage
using their new
module.

No

Scott Jordan

Coordinate with
SPCWG/ TWG

No

High

TPL-001-1 R4.4.1. Each Planning Coordinator and Transmission
Planner shall coordinate with adjacent Planning
Coordinators and Transmission Planners to ensure
that Contingencies on adjacent Systems which may
impact their Systems are included in the Contingency
list.

Yes

TPL-001-1 R4.5.

Those extreme events in Table 1 that are expected to
produce more severe System impacts shall be define
identified and a list of those events to be evaluated
for System performance in Requirement R3, part 4.2
created. The rationale for those Contingencies
selected for evaluation shall be available as
supporting information. If the analysis concludes
there is Cascading caused by the occurrence of
extreme events, an evaluation of possible actions
designed to reduce the likelihood or mitigate the
consequences of the event(s) shall be conducted.

No

TPL-001-1 R5.

Each Transmission Planner and Planning
Coordinator shall define and document, within
its Planning Assessment, criteria for acceptable
System steady state voltage limits, postContingency voltage deviations, and the transient
voltage response for its System. For transient
voltage response, the criteria shall at a minimum,
specify a low voltage level and a maximum length
of time that transient voltages may remain below
that level.

Yes

Steady State & Additions of the
Stability
evaluation of
Analysis Criteria Transient Voltage
Response

Jason Speer & Scott Include this is SPP's
Jordan
proposed Stability
Criteria

Severe

Long-Term
Planning

Each Transmission Planner and Planning
Coordinator shall define and document, within
its Planning Assessment, any criteria or
methodology used in the analysis to identify
System instability for conditions such as
cascading outages, voltage instability, or
uncontrolled islanding.

Yes

Scott Jordan

Long-Term
Planning

Stability Criteria Develop and get
approved Stability
criteria.

Severe

Severe

Long-Term
Planning

High

Long-Term
Planning

TPL-001-1 R6.

TPL-001-1 R7.

TPL-001-1 R8.

TPL-001-1 R8.1.

TPL Gap Analysis

Each Planning Coordinator, in conjunction with
each of its Transmission Planners, shall
determine and identify each entity's individual
and joint responsibilities for performing the
required studies for the Planning Assessment.
Each Planning Coordinator and Transmission
Planner shall distribute its Planning Assessment
results to adjacent Planning Coordinators, and
adjacent Transmission Planners, and any
functional entity that has a reliability related
need and submits a written request for the
information.
If a recipient of the Planning Assessment results
provides documented comments on the results, the
respective Planning Coordinator or Transmission
Planner shall provide a documented response to that
recipient within 90 calendar days of receipt of those
comments.

Stability
Analysis

No

Severe

Yes

Jason Speer, Doug
Co-ordination SPP needs to
Bowman, & Scott
Process
develop a formal
Jordan
communications
process with
neighboring utilities
and RTOs to address
this requirement

Yes

Co-ordination This requirement
Process
needs to be part of
the process for
R.4.4.1 and R.8

Coordinate with ERAG
and other Regional
Entities

Jason Speer, Doug
Bowman, & Scott
Jordan
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SPP Engineering Modeling Proposal
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Objectives
• Di
Discuss recommended
d d approach
h with
ith
proposed organizational changes
• Discuss how “Systems Engineering”
approach can be applied in SPP Modeling
area

SPP.org
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Proposed SPP Modeling Approach

SPP.org
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Model Improvement Task Force
•

SPP staff gave a high-level presentation on
advantages of common methodologies to various
working groups

•

TWG and MDWG have recommended to form a joint
task force developing detailed scope for this effort

•

First p
phase of the recommendation will focus on
developing a common methodology for all modeling

•

Second Phase will look at opportunities to reduce
number
b off study
t d models
d l

SPP.org
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Key Consideration for Model Improvement
•

Consistent Generation Dispatch order for all study
models
¾

Defined dispatch priority when expected load exceeds
Designated Network Resources (DNR)

•

Transactions and Tie line data coordinated with
neighboring entities

•

Realistic expectation on generation availability (e.g.
consider generation retirement, forced outage rate)

•

Consistent methodology in modeling future system
topology (e.g. only projects with firm NTC gets
modeled in base models)

The expected date of completion for this task is March 31, 2010
SPP.org
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Proposed Organizational Structure

SPP.org
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Current Organization Structure for SPP Modeling
•

Multiple groups in SPP Engineering are handling various sets
of SPP RTO models
¾

Technical Studies and Modeling - MDWG Models (3 FTEs)

¾

Tariff Studies – TSR and GI Models (2 FTEs)

¾

ITP Planning – STEP Models (0.5 FTE)

¾

Economic Planning- PROMOD Models (1 FTE)

¾

ICT Planningg Entergy
gy Models (1
( FTE))

•

Only MDWG models for SPP RTO is a stakeholder driven
process, other study models are developed by SPP staff

•

Modeling data requests and enquiries are handled by different
staff in all three departments
¾

Too many data requests

¾

No centralized modeling contact at SPP staff for modeling co-ordination
SPP.org
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Proposed Organization Structure for SPP Modeling
•

Create Centralized modeling group in SPP Engineering
¾

Manage Load Flow, Stability, Short Ckt models

¾

In future can offer economic models and Entergy (ICT) models

¾

Other engineers will be dedicated to load flow/ short ckt modeling work

•

Members as well as other SPP groups will coordinate all
modeling data requests through this group

•

Use Modeling Group as training base for new engineers
¾

All engineers with no previous modeling experience will rotate through the
modeling group

¾

Each engineer will spend adequate time in building various types of models
before moving into specific study group

¾

Experienced engineers will maintain experience and consistency

SPP.org
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Key Objectives of SPP Modeling Group
•

•

Meet Customer expectation
¾

G customers engaged
Get
d throughout
h
h
the
h modeling
d li process

¾

Maintain Consistency and Transparency in modeling assumptions

¾

Develop one set of base level models for all study tracks

¾

Maximize use of Model On Demand (MOD) application

Structured Process for data requests
¾

•

Process Improvement
¾

•

Coordination with internal SPP study groups, other discipline (e.g. Operations)

Introduce new modeling techniques that will make SPP planning models more
realistic (e.g. Synergy with Operations, future market etc.)

Training
¾

Provide training opportunity for new engineers in the modeling area
SPP.org
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Modeling Coordination Group: Facts
•

Part of current Technical Studies and Modeling group.

•

Coordinate all study models with specific study groups

•

Extend to manage ICT and economic models in future

•

All new engineers will start in this group and go through a
structured training program

SPP.org
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What is Systems Engineering
Approach?
•

I t di i li field
Inter-discipline
fi ld off engineering
i
i

•

Focuses on how complex engineering projects
should be designed and managed using
holistic view
¾

Analyzing and eliciting customer needs early in the
development

¾

Documenting requirements

¾

Design synthesis and system validation

SPP.org
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Systems Engineering Activities
1. Development phasing that controls
the design
g process
p
and provides
p
baselines that coordinate design
efforts
2. A systems engineering process
th t provides
that
id a structure
t
t
for
f
solving design problems and
tracking requirements flow through
the design effort, and
3. Life cycle integration that involves
customers in the design process
and ensures that the system
developed is viable throughout its
life.

SPP.org
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Systems Engineering Consideration
•

Systems engineering is a standardized, disciplined
management process for development of system solutions
that provides a constant approach to system development in
an environment of change and uncertainty

•

Systems engineering ensures that the correct technical tasks
get done during development through planning, tracking, and
coordinating.

•

Some Responsibilities of systems engineers include:
¾

Development of a total system design solution that balances cost, schedule,
performance and risk
performance,
risk,

¾

Verification that technical solutions satisfy customer requirements,

¾

Establishment of baselines and configuration control

SPP.org
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Systems Engineering Vs SPP Modeling
•

SPP Modeling is a complex engineering process that deals
with environment of change and uncertainty in future
conditions

•

Various departments in SPP along with stakeholders depend
heavily on study models for making critical planning
decisions as well as for compliance reporting

•

SPP stakeholders can get engaged actively in determining the
basic methodology for developing these models that can be
used for all study tracks (e.g. Compliance, ITP, TSR, GI)

•

SPP staff
S
ff can be reorganized to centralize the Modeling and
Simulation (M&S) effort as a part of Integrated Teaming in
Systems Engineering approach

SPP.org
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S t
Systems
E
Engineering
i
i
Vs
V SPP M
Modeling
d li

Development Phasing
(MDWG, SPP Staff)
M d l
Model
Common model
Improvement
methodology
Task Force
System
Engineering
Structure for
Management
meeting modeling
SPP members
needs of all study
engagement
SPP
tracks
into Modeling
Modeling
Process
Team

SPP.org
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Modeling Characteristics in SE approach
•

Customer focus (Both internal/External)
¾

•

•

•

Early and continuous life cycle planning
¾

Get SPP members engaged in the beginning of model development

¾

Maintain good documentation!

Maximum flexibility for optimization
¾

Avoid too many models to achieve 100% accuracy

¾

Build base models that fits each study track’s need

Event driven scheduling
Event-driven
¾

•

Modeling assumptions consistent across footprint based on customer need

Critical path identified to define specific deadlines

Multi-disciplinary teamwork
¾

Get expertise from TWG, MDWG, SPP Staff to develop common modeling methodology
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Summary
•

SPP Engineering can adopt “Systems
Engineering” approach in SPP Modeling area

•

Model Improvement Task Force will develop
common methodology for all study models

•

A new group is proposed in SPP for all the
modeling needs

•

SPP modeling group will be used as training
basis for all the new engineers
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Introduction
In recent years, priorities within the SPP
RTO have been such that power flow and
dynamic models have been the focus of
attention, while little support for short
circuit modeling has been provided. In an
effort to more fully address the short circuit
modeling needs of SPP members, the Model
Development Working Group (MDWG)
formed a Short Circuit Task Force (SCTF)
during 2009 to establish procedures for
creating and maintaining short circuit
models.

Purpose and Scope
Fully functional short circuit models
combined with a robust short circuit
modeling process will serve to complement
the SPP MDWG modeling process and will
satisfy the short circuit model requirements
of SPP and its members. The strengths and
deficiencies of existing models will be
identified
and
used
to
provide
recommendations for the development of
short circuit models. These models will be
comprehensive and flexible such that
application by both SPP staff and its
members is easily achieved for their
respective studies and requirements. This
white paper is intended to outline
recommendations and processes for which
these models may be established.

Current Modeling Issues
The models used by SPP staff contain both
positive and zero sequence short circuit data.
This would normally allow for adequate
load flow, stability, and short circuit models;
however, these models are currently
deficient. Short circuit data for some
members within the RTO is missing in the
January 18, 2010
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models, while only partial data for
other members is given.
Multiple modeling tools for short
circuit studies has hindered short
circuit modeling efforts in the past.
While a majority of SPP member
companies use ASPEN or CAPE for
short circuit studies, SPP staff uses
PSS/E. Should member companies
desire to use SPP’s models, a
conversion of data from the PSS/E
models is required. Proper generator
subtransient reactance data
conversion to CAPE is accomplished
easily while conversion to ASPEN is
not. Most three winding transformer
are modeled in PSS/E with deltadelta-delta connections instead of
proper wye-wye-delta connections.
Multiple segments of a mutually
coupled transmission line cannot be
modeled in ASPEN or CAPE, and
are not currently modeled in PSS/E.
In addition, the SPP models do not
contain reduced equivalent circuit
models for regions outside SPP.
Currently, these equivalents must be
obtained from the NERC MMWG
load flow models. Moreover, these
NERC equivalent models are
deficient in that they do not contain
the necessary zero sequence data to
construct adequate equivalents. This
negatively impacts SPP’s border
members that must rely on these
NERC equivalents for short circuit
studies.
SCTF Recommendations
Recommendation 1
SPP will continue its use of the
PSS/E platform for short circuit
models. Models produced using
PSS/E can be converted to ASPEN
and CAPE.

Recommendation 2
SPP will use PSS/E and MOD to establish
the short circuit data for each of the seasonal
models. These models will be classical
format for import by CAPE and ASPEN. A
set of models for PSS/E /CAPE as well as a
set for ASPEN shall be produced
Recommendation 3
Present year as well as present + two year
models shall be produced for all series
models.
Recommendation 4
Update all sequence data for all required
elements within MOD. New MOD project
shall contain sequence data as required.
This will facilitate easier maintenance of
models and data.
Recommendation 5
Members must comply with short circuit
data requirements for the March 4, 2011
(build 2) model series posting. This will
allow one full modeling cycle for
compliance.
Recommendation 6
SPP should allocate a permanent staff
position for the initial short circuit data push
and future short circuit model support. This
will designate SPP staff as responsible for
the models. Among the position job
functions will be:
• Establish a short circuit modeling
process for the development of short
circuit models
• Produce and maintain a short circuit
modeling manual.
• Build, publish, and maintain short
circuit models that correspond to
MDWG published load flow models.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

Establish simplified data
conversion from PSS/E to
ASPEN and CAPE.
Coordinate data exchange
and maintain a list of ties and
equivalents with areas that
are outside SPP
Validate short circuit data
Maintain short circuit data
and projects in MOD
Coordinate, host, and/or
attend periodic meetings with
SPP Members, SCDB, and
other regions
Coordinate short circuit
modeling schedule with other
regions

Recommendation 7
Model three winding transformers
using PSS/E’s three winding
transformer representation (with an
additional bus) and connection
codes. This will provide a better
representation of existing three
winding transformers within SPP.
Recommendation 8
Model two winding transformers
using PSS/E’s two winding
transformer representation with the
correct connection codes. This will
provide a better representation of
existing two winding transformers
within SPP

Recommendation 10
Model multi-location, mutually coupled
transmission lines using normal or dummy
buses and multi-section line groupings.
Dummy buses are recommended since there
will be no impact to ACCC simulations.
Also, some programs cannot correctly model
mutually coupled lines without them.
Recommendation 11
SPP should communicate the deficiencies of
the short circuit portion MMWG models
with the MMWG and request a solution.
This will enhance the model development
process should more suitable tie data and
equivalences be available.
Conclusion
The SCTF was given the task of determining
the requirements for the establishment of
SPP short circuit models. Issues with
existing short circuit models were discussed.
Different options for stand alone versus
combined models were examined.
Recommendations were then made that will
facilitate a fully functional set of short
circuit models combined with a robust short
circuit modeling process. These models and
processes will better serve the needs of SPP
and its members

Recommendation 9
Model single segment, mutually
coupled transmission lines using
percent-of-line as per paragraph
4.91.1.8 of the PSS/E 30.2 Program
Operation Manual.
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SPP WITF Wind Integration Study
Recommendation Action Items
January 12, 2010
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Transmission Upgrade Action Items
 Transmission Working Group
¾

Review active or planned reliability transmission
projects with impact on west to east power flow


¾

In future analysis for approval of transmission
projects, take into account the changing power flow
patterns and requirements for wind integration


¾

Currently active with Priority Projects

Medium Priority: TWG provide discussion back to MOPC
on how SPP handles wind in study
y analysis
y

Assess impact of wind generation locations in
Generation Interconnect cluster studies


High Priority: TWG work with staff and report to MOPC
SPP.org
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Transmission Upgrade Action Items
 Economic
E
i St
Studies
di Working
W ki Group
G
¾

Full economic analysis needs to be done on the
transmission upgrades and levels used in the study


¾

In progress - include economic analysis considerations
in the ITP process

A follow-up study should be performed based upon the
findings of this study to determine from an economic
standpoint
p
the optimum
p
level of transmission
expansion for higher levels of wind integration


In progress – ITP process is considering higher levels of
wind than currently in service
SPP.org
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Transmission Upgrade Action Items
 Operating Reliability Working Group
¾

Determine further details on necessary voltage control
for higher variability of wind generation, both at
current system condition and with additional EHV lines

¾

Review policy for reactive capability


¾

Medium Priority: Perform a more detailed study on
voltage concerns, including dynamic stability support

Determine necessary policy changes to accommodate
the need for flow limits


Medium Priority: Provide update to MOPC

SPP.org
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Transmission Upgrade Action Items
 Integrated Transmission Planning
¾

New transmission within Priority Projects is critical to
wind integration; Continue Priority Project analysis to
determine best solution


¾

In progress

Coordinate Priority Projects analysis and results with
other Working Groups


In Progress

SPP.org
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Reliability/Markets Action Items
 Consolidated Balancing Authority Steering Committee
¾

Implement Consolidated Balancing Authority


This work is underway, but efforts need to include
discussion of study findings for wind penetration levels and
incorporate centralized wind forecasting: Report quarterly
on progress

 SPP Staff, with direction from the Operation Reliability
Working Group
¾

Research and determine opportunities to develop
forecasts that take into account wind integration
characteristics described by the study, including the
move to a centralized forecasting system


Medium Priority: Status report to MOPC
SPP.org
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Reliability/Markets Action Items
 Market
M k tW
Working
ki G
Group
¾

Continue working toward Day 2 market goals


In progress but should consider additional ancillary
services and commitment schedules noted in study report

SPP.org
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Reliability/Markets Action Items
 Transmission
T
i i Working
W ki Group
G
¾

Take into account that the use of flexible generation
units will increase as wind integration levels increase


Medium Priority: Report back to MOPC
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Ancillary Services Action Items
 Operating
O
ti Reliability
R li bilit Working
W ki Group
G
¾

Operating Reserve Task Force review opportunities
and risks for load-following reserves approach

¾

Work with members to review policy on regulation


Medium Priority: Provide report back to MOPC
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Ancillary Services Action Items
 Market
M k tW
Working
ki G
Group
¾

Determine viability of new ancillary services in the
market


Medium Priority: Provide report back to MOPC on
proposed new ancillary services proposed in report

SPP.org
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Unit Commitments Action Items
 Market Working Group
¾

Collaborate with other working groups to coordinate the
change in commitments and forecasts required for higher
g
levels
wind integration

 Operating Reliability Working Group
¾

Determine feasibility of shorter unit commitments and
forecasts while keeping reliability in the forefront to
reduce forecast errors.

¾

Research new tools available for incorporating
forecasts and unit commitments


Medium Priority: Report back to MOPC on the progress
of these recommendations
SPP.org
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SPP Policies Action Items
 Market Working Group
¾

Research
R
h best
b t practices
ti
and
d policies
li i to
t provide
id offerings
ff i
in the market specific to higher wind generation;
determine the use of such policies that will benefit SPP
members


Medium Priority: Report back to MOPC on research

 Operating Reliability Working Group
¾

Provide analysis of shorter time frame regulation policies
that would be necessary to accommodate the higher wind
penetration
t ti
in
i the
th transmission
t
i i
system
t


Medium Priority: Goes along with other ancillary
services evaluation and report back to MOPC
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SPP Wind Integration Task Force
 WITF has completed its charge per its charter
 WITF recommends it be retired unless other new
charge is provided

SPP.org
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Bill Grant
Chairman
Wind Integration Task Force
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Whitepaper on Network Integration Transmission Service
Section III of the SPP OATT

The Preamble of Section III of the SPP OATT states “Network Integration Transmission Service allows the
Network Customer to integrate, economically dispatch and regulate its current and planned Network
Resources to serve its Network Load in a manner comparable to that in which the Transmission Owners
utilize the Transmission System to serve their Native Load Customers”. Section 28.3 of the same Tariff
states “The Transmission Provider will provide firm transmission service over the Transmission System
to the Network Customer for the delivery of capacity and energy from it designated Network Resources
to service its Network Loads…..”. It is this latter condition that this paper is designed to address.
A literal translation of this statement assumes the TP will study each DNR’s ability to move its capacity to
every customer load bus based upon the economic dispatch of the customer’s resources. It also
assumes the TP will study the absence of the DNR and the ability of the remaining DNR’s to serve the
customer loads. This works well for central station generation that is not normally connected to a load
bus. However, whenever a load bus is also a generation bus, the load is lost in the netting effect of the
generation and the load at that bus. In the typical N‐1 analyses, each topological element is removed as
the contingency and the impact of that removal is determined. For the bus that has both load and
generation, the “line” element is removed to determine if the remaining “line” element has the
deliverability to the “bus” being the net of the load and the generation. If the generation is removed, be
it a single unit or the largest of the units, the deliverability to that bus is based upon the net of load and
generation and the transmission system being intact, e.g. loss of the generation is the N‐1 condition.
Let’s look at the results of this type of analyses. With typical generation conditions, periods exists under
economic dispatch that in the off‐peak period that local generation is not running and the load is being
service from remote resources available to the customer. Firm service from these other resources is
part of the determination of deliverability of the transmission system to serve the customer load. We all
acknowledge that to perform an hourly transmission study to assure deliverability at all hours of the
period is a monumental task that we do not wish to pursue. However, if we limit the firm service to only
the peak period, or any other specific period, then the providing of firm service during the “other
periods” is not being provided as required. Yes, we do model and study other periods under N‐1
conditions, however, to limit the available firm service to only one snap shot of time, does not meet the
requirement of the Tariff as written.
An illustration of this condition can readily be made using a recent NITS study result and the resultant
service offered to the customer. Without mentioning names or specifics other than as illustrations, we
have a condition whereby there is significant distributed generation being utilized by the customer to
serve a diverse number of delivery points, some with and some without generation at the delivery point.
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Due to the characteristic of the customer’s resources, beyond its base load requirements, all of the
remaining load is being served by the available distributed generation across the service territory.
Utilizing the economic dispatch of this distributed generation portfolio, the study was performed and
the results identified “no import” capabilities to particular load busses that had economic local
generation tied to the load bus serving the “total load” of the group. The results show effectively no
load or very little load on the load busses with generation due to the local generation ”being
dispatched” under the specific load period being studied. So, as a result, no or very limited firm
transmission service was being offered to the load served from that bus. However, it has been
recognized that under lesser load periods and utilizing the economic dispatch of the available resources
provided as DNR’s, the local generation is not dispatched but being served from more economic DNR
resources available to the customer.
All understand that there are times that identified conditions exist that prevent specific generation from
being available to serve load – reason for reserves. One of the benefits of distributed generation is the
diversity of availability and the overall lesser impact on the delivery system due to that diversity. It
seems logical that at a minimum, to test the deliverability of the transmission system, the local
generation should be zeroed out to determine whether the local transmission facilities can indeed serve
the load from other available DNR’s as cited in the Tariff. If, absent the local generation, there are
sufficient identified DNR’s to serve the load then that condition should be tested. The current N‐1
process produces an unintended consequence as it does not allow for this study process since in effect it
produces an N‐1‐1 situation.
Let’s look at another unintended consequence of the current N‐1 study process. A customer currently
receiving firm transmission under the N‐1 process, e.g. taking a single topological element out of service
and determining whether a reliability violation occurs in serving the customer load, has a independent
generator apply for attachment to the customers load bus. The generator is sized such that it is greater
than the load being served, but also is only available at certain times due to its characteristic – say wind.
Knowing that wind is generally not available during the peak hours of the day, the characteristic of that
load bus is negative during the night (delivering energy into the system) and positive during the peak
hours drawing power from the system. A simple observation might be “that’s OK” since it is not
occurring during the peak use of the transmission system as a whole and there is sufficient
“deliverability” during the off‐peak periods to move that energy to other parts of the system and the
load is being served during the more critical on‐peak periods – load protected – provided that specific
condition was studied. But what if the proposed generation is thermal in nature and available on‐peak
such that the load is “lost” in the netting with the proposed generation? How is the customer’s service
protected in the event that generation is not available? No firm transmission is available to move other
resources to that load due to the netting of the load and generation during the peak period and that
generation has become subject to curtailment leaving no transmission available to serve the load.
Again, NITS service states that firm transmission will be made available to serve the load from the
customers available DNR’s and such service may or may not be available from the customers local DNR
or the local independent generator.
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As a point of information, it appears that the testing of the local system for deliverability to serve the
local load, this exact practice is performed to assure the local facilities can provide the needed service in
the event the local generation is not available. This test is more direct since most of these local system
conditions are radial in nature and loss of the generation places the total impact of the load upon the
local delivery system whereas not so for the network system as this condition is not being studied.
Lastly, let’s look at the application of such limits placed upon the service being offered. Since the import
limitations, determined from the peak period analyses, are cited in the service being offered, one sees
no firm transmission service is available – zero import capabilities. Literally this means “no service” even
when the local load goes down and economic dispatch of the available resources may switch from the
local generation to more remote generation. As a result, the TO requires the customer to run its local
generation since no transmission is available under the service agreement. Not right and contrary to
the NITS. This possibility also allows for non‐competitive actions to be indiscriminately administered ‐
not that that would really happen in today’s world.
Conclusion – it is believed we should look again at our processes to be sure the service being
administered is non‐discriminatory, that it meets the test of the Tariff intent, and that firm service to the
customer is preserved under the terms and conditions of that Tariff. Therefore, to protect this service in
our study process, it appears advisable that as we test the deliverability of the transmission system, we
remove local generation from a load bus whenever we are testing the N‐1 criteria for deliverability of
the transmission system to serve that load. In addition, whenever a limited service is offered, there be
an explanation as to the conditions of that limited service and its application under the Tariff. Ought to
get what you are paying for – firm transmission service from all your DNR’s to your entire load.
By: Tom Littleton, PE
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
tlittleton@ompa.com
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Chart 19: Transmission Working Group Results

Southwest Power Pool Organizational Group Survey Report
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The Transmission Working Group rated two items meaningfully high, both in the Membership
category, “represents diversity” and “necessary expertise/skills” (both at 4.4). But five items
were rated meaningfully low: “timely material” (2.9) in Meeting Preparation attributes;
“members prepared” (3.5), “members committed” (4.0), and “members supportive” (4.1) under
Membership attributes; and “effectiveness” (3.4).
The Transmission Working Group was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.25) and least
satisfied with Meeting Preparation attributes (3.65).
This group’s mean score on all attributes tested in 2009 is 4.31, which is up from the 2008
overall score of 3.95, but its 2009 “effectiveness” rating of 3.4 is the same as 3.45, the 2008
rating.
Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:
•

•

Meeting Preparation
o Meeting materials are posted prior to the meeting; however, the material is
typically posted only a few days prior to the meeting not allowing sufficient time
to fully review all of the material. This is likely due to the fact that SPP is trying
to complete too many studies at the same time and is putting a lot of stress on
members and SPP Engineering staff.
o Meeting minutes should include an accurate account of all issues discussed even
when positions are not agreed with by SPP Staff. Timeliness of receiving meeting
materials is essential to preparing for a successful meeting.
o Meeting minutes that have yet to be approved should be clearly identified as
"DRAFT". While the word "draft" is sometimes placed in the file name (which is
good), draft meeting minutes are often posted without "DRAFT" being in the
minutes document or in the name of the link that appears on the SPP Web site. I
would suggest that "DRAFT" be in the name of the link as well as prominently
displayed on the first page of the minutes document.
o Recently Staff made some important decisions regarding compliance analysis
that was not fully communicated to the TWG or recorded in the TWG minutes.
This involved deciding to not perform analysis on the 10-year model and created
a new 6-year model to use for long term TPL compliance analysis.
Membership
o Members try to be prepared at meetings, however, there are too many studies
going on and therefore way too much meeting materials to keep up on all of it.
o Some people just don't do their homework before the meeting begins.
o Staff is not getting information for meeting posted in a timely manner.
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•

•

Meeting Conduct
o Dissenting opinions are not always acknowledged and these discussions are not
completely summarized in the minutes.
Chair
o Enjoy participating in this group and will miss it when I retire.
o The chair is very organized, and it is clear he spends time preparing for the
meetings. The chair ensures that all meeting attendees are given a chance to be
heard and that their opinions are recorded in the meeting minutes.
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